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HUMAN CONSCIENCE AND RESPONSIBILITY
IN MING-QING CHINA

�

Paolo Santangelo

La preuve de ta faute n'est-elle pas dans ton chatiment? II t'appartient de

This article has been produced as part of my
research on the perception of emotions in

reconnai' tre ton erreur: on me ebatie, done je suis eoupable.

China, and of the projec1 on Chinese aes

-Andre Gide1

The problem of the 'punishment' that an individual perceives in his or her
own mind after conU11itting a violation of the nom1S, and which has in some
way been internalized in the course of the process of socialization, does not
pertain solely to ethics but also touches upon the fields of psychology,
anthropology, sociology, and the history of religions. It is well-known that
every society develops its own specific way of perceiving such sentiment'>,
within the framework of the culture that it produces and by which it is in turn
influenced. Chinese civilization provides an example of this, haVing created
refined systems of ethics, and the related punishments, in a fashion different
from those of Western civilization. These systems have been the object of
much interest and curiosity ever since China's first contact with the modern
world, which was through the Jesuits. Modern social psychology has further
introduced the ideal-types of the 'guilt society' (zuigan shehui �!5*±1f),
and the 'shame society' (chigan shehui 1f.G�*±1f), and the related guilt
orientated and shame-orientated personalities.2 Chinese society has been
characteristically associated with the shame-pattern.

thetic and mor,!l thought directed by Profes
sor Lionello Lanciotti, with the support of a
grant from the Italian Ministry for Scientific

and Technological Research. It is an elabo
ration of chap. 4, "The Human Conscience
and Responsibility" in Paolo Santangelo,

II

"peccato" in Cina ["Sin" in China] (Bari:
Laterza, 1991).

I "Is not the proof of your fault in your
punishment? You must recognize your
wrong-doing: I am beingpunished, therf!fore

I am gUilty."
2 Zhu Zhenlou, "Cong shehui geren yu
wenhua de guanxi lun Zhongguoren xingge
de chigan quxiang" [A discussion of shame
orientation in the Chinese character from
the point of view of the relationship between
society, the individual, and culture], in Li
Yiyuan and Yang Guoshu, ed., Zhongguoren

de xingge [The character of the Chinese]
(Taibei: Institute of Ethnology, Academia
Sinica, 1973), pp.95--6.

1. Guilt and Shame
On the outside he is a gentleman, but on the inside a mean person}

A preliminary concern has to be the sense and the validity of the tem1S most
frequently met with in the literature on this subject, namely 'sin', 'guilt', and
'shame'. No examination in depth of such concepts is possible here, and I
31

3 Sanguo yanyi [The romance of the three
kingdoms] (c.1664; reprint ed., Beijing:
Renmin Wellll."lIe Chubanshe, 1972),36: 289.
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4 Herbert Fingarene,

will confine myself to laying out certain concrete considerations related to the
central theme of how 'moral responsibility' has been understood. In contrast
to what took place in Europe, no great debates developed in China as to how
far a person could be considered responsible for his or her behaviour, and
to what degree his or her moral liberty might be influenced by external or
internal forces. Fingarette has observed in a provocative study of the Analects
that Confucian morality is centred on social behaviour and social relations,
and that it neglects those psychological aspects relating to "the ultimate power
of the individual to select from genuine alternatives to create his own spiritual
,
destiny, . , . guilt, and repentance and retribution for such guilt. ,4
Thus the Western concept of choice/responsibility/guilt is contrasted with
the Chinese concept of shame " associated with specific external possessions,
conduct or status, . . . [and] focussed upon one's status or conduct in relation
to the world rather than an inward charge against one's stained, corrupt self. "5
Recently the matter has been raised again by Rosemont from a different
provocatory angle. Rosemont compares our ethical-political conception
based on the abstract individual who has a series of right,; and who takes on
the responsibility of the choice of his own actions ("the model of human
,
beings as purely rational, self-seeking, autonomous individuals ,)6 with the
classical Confucian conception based on the concept of interpersonal roles:

Confucius-the secu
larassacred(New York: HarperTorchbooks,

1972), p.1H. Recently the question has been
tackled again by Rosemont (Henry Rosemont,
Jr., "Right�-bearing individuals and role
bearing persons," in Mary Bockover, ed.,

Rules, rituals, and responsihility. r:ssays dedi
cated to Herbert Fingarette [La Salle: Open
Court, 19911, pp.71-10l).
'j

Fingarene, Confucius, p.34. This distinc
tion recalls Ruth Benedict's contrJst be
tween 'shame' and 'guilt' cultures,the former
being based on external sanctions, and the
later on sin. See Ruth Benedict, The chrysan
themum and the sword (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1946), p.223; and Hu Hsien-chin,
"The Chinese concept� of 'face'," American
Anthropologist 46 (944): 223-42.

6

Rosemont, "Rights-bearing individuals,"
p.89.

7 Ibid., pp.H9-90.

8

Ibid., p.HI.

9

B. Schwartz, The world of thought in an
cient China (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard

University Press, 1985), p.79.

10 Michael Foucault,L 'usagedesplaisirs[The
use of pleasures) (Paris, 1984), proVides a
short critical examination of this question
See Italian edition: L 'uso dei piaceri. Storia
della sessualita [The use of pleasures. A
history of sexuality) [Milano: Feltrinelli,
1984]), vol.2, p.2H.

The Chinese philosophical tenns focus attention on qualities of human beings,
as a natural species, and on the kinds of persons who exemplify (or do not
exemplify) these qualities to a high degree. Where we would speak of chOice,
they speak of will, resolve; where we invoke abstract principles, they invoke
concrete human relations, and attitudes towards those relations. Moreover, if the
early Confucian writings are to be interpreted consistently, they must be read as
insisting on the altogethersocial nature ofhuman life, for the qualities of persons,
the kinds of persons they are, and the knowledge and attitudes they have are
not exhibited in actions, but only in

inter actions,

human interactions. While

reflection and solitude are necessary ingredients of our human life, we are never
alone . . . . But note how different it is from focussing on me as an autonomous,
freely chOOSing individual self, which for many people is the

raison d'etre of

contemporary philosophy, especially rights-based moral philosophy. But for the
early Confucians there can be no me in isolation, to be considered abstractly: I
am the totality of roles I live in relation to specific others . . . For Confucius I am
my roles. Taken collectively, they weave, for each of us,

a

unique pattern of

personal identity, such that if some of my roles change, others will of necessity
change also, literally making me a different person7

This different approach, according to Rosemont, hinders any comparison
between the two ethical systems. Indeed our concept of morals is far different
from the Chinese one. Confucius and his contemporaries understand their
behaviour, motivations, and the consequences in ten1lS completely different
from ours. Therefore, it is not only a matter of distinct contents for a lack of
common ground; in fact the Confucianists cannot even be considered moral
philosophers in the modern sense of the word:
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The ethnographic argument for moral relativism gains
force only if it can be shown that two different
people(s) evaluated human conduct in the same
way-invoking similar criteria grounded and exhib
ited in the same or very similar concept-cluster-and
that one approved the action, and the other dis
approved . . . . But now consider specifically the classical
Chinese language in which the early Confucians wrote
their philosophical views. Not merely does the language
contain no lexical item for "moral," it also does not
have terms, for example, corresponding to "freedom,"
"liberty," "autonomy," "individual," "utility," "principles,"
"rationality," "rational agent," "action," "objective,"
"subjective," "choice," "dilemma ," "duty," " rights," and
probably most eerie of all for a moralist, classical
Chinese has no lexical item corresponding to "ought"
pmdential or obligatoryH

On the other side there are those like Schwartz who
distinguish between the different meanings that can
be given to the tern1 'choice', and object that free
choice between what is thought to be good and what
bad seems to be common both to the Judaeo
Christian tradition and to the ancient Confucian
tradition, while neither contains the idea of "choice
between systems of different values" or the "creation
of one's own system."9 In general, the tendency to
aUribute a more strongly interiorized quality to Christian
morality as contrasted with others is also apparent in
the case of pagan morality, which has been considered
more "external. "lIJ Others, such as Chad Hansen,
contrast the prescriptive character of Western ethical
systems with the descriptive character ofthe Confucian
system, founded on the teaching of moral examples
which become objects of identification and and
emulation. Since models rather than nornlS are
interiorized, doctrines of moral responsibility, and
theories of justification with respect to liberty and
conscious awareness, become superfluous, and in
their place is developed the conception of the
'rectification of names'. From this point of view an
individual will not be charged with the commission
of individual offences so much as with a lack of self
cultivation and a failure to educate those persons who
are dependent upon him. Thus a question related to
the contrast between shame and guilt is that of the

Figure 1

The picture represents the dead at the presence uf the judge
Chujiang whu rules the second court ufthe underwurld,
that is, the su-called second hell. After paSSing the/irst hell
(mled by the judge Qinguang, whu keeps the registers uf hie
and death), and being weighed in the balance and '-e.j1ected
in the mirror (I( sin, they start their punishments in the
second court. This court is divided into sixteen suhdivisiuns.
The illustratiun shuws a few (cangue and trident) (I( the
several turtures i11:j1icted there (such asfrozen lake, hunger,
bluud and pus, huiling cauldrons). The animal tu the right (I(
the victim un the vertical huard may be a wulf, because une (I(
the turments of the second hell is to be pursued by wulves.
((rum a copy (I( the Yu!i baochao [Taizhung: Ruicheng Press,
1963)
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type of morality, and hence a way of conceiving ethical n01111S that is different
from that of the West.
Eberhard's contribution remains fundamental in this respect. Starting
from the Freudian development of the 'sense of guilt' and its influence on
anthropological research, and the contrast drawn between "a society ruled
by a sense of guilt" and "a society ruled by a sense of shame," he set himself
the task of dete1111ining how far it was justified to include Chinese society
under the latter heading. Through an examination of the various types of
after-death punishment in the numerous hells of Buddhism, and of the
diverse categories of 'sin' in the books of popular morality (shanshu s1!i=),
not to mention the reliance on the principle of retIibution to be found in
popular tales, he showed that, to the contrary, in texts of a popular character
the sense of sin dominated that of shame. 1 I

Wolfrdm Eberhard, Guilt and sin in tradi
tiunal China (l3erkeley & Los Angeles: Uni

versiry of California Press, 1967).11 would be
valuable to look more deeply into the plu
rdliry of aspecb to be found in the dominant
disposition toward, retribution that we see
in Chinese thought since antiquiry. This
dL<;position at some times presupposes the
judgement of a Heaven that is ethically
aware, at other times a group of divinities
perfonning judicial funclions, and at other
times again an 'automatic' response from
the universe. Furthermore, the effecls may
apply to the individual as such and within
the context of his life, or prolong themselves
after his death, or or else again extend to his
family, or, finally, reach down through the
sequence of his reincdrnations.

12

Herbert Fingarette, "The problem of the
self in the Analect<;," Philusuphy t.ast and
West 29.2 (979): 132. In analogous fashion
Xu ]iling speaks of the "personaliry of the
collective consciousness" (quntiyishi renge
lln��AAt". mJ as opposed to "the autono
mous personaliry in the modem sense"

(jindaiyiyishangdedulirenge Jli1t��J:.1

aS1§lj.rrAmJ in

his "Zhongguo zhL<;hifenzi
qunti renge de lishi tansuo" [An historical
inquLry into the colleclive personaliry of the
Chinese intellectual], Xinhua wenzhai 2
09H7): 10-16, while Yang Guoshu develops
the idea of "heteronomous orientation" (taren

A number of studies during the last few years have made clear the
dependent, heteronomous, and conf01111ist orientation of the Chinese. 1 2 In
a controversial essay, Sun Longji throws into relief the social and external
aspects of emotional reactions that follow a breach of the moral rules, and,
further, while acknowledging that no culture can exist that is exclusively
based on the sense of shame (xiuchigan de wenhua '§JK!$81::X: {t.), still
considers that this latter is far stronger in Chinese civilization than that of guilt
(zui 'egan �;g�).13 According to this line of argument, the effect of the
absence ofthe idea oftranscendence is that the only supramondane concept,
which is that of 'the principles of Heaven', is simply the conceptualization
of 'mind', and hence of secular relationships. Thus, too, the expression 'to

quxiang 1t!!A�[C]) in his "Zhungguuren de Ithat "the I is not the expression of the I of an land dependence: characteristic of southern
tuihian [The metamorphosis of the Chinese] individual but of the manifestation of that Chinese," PS)lchuanal)lsis and the Sucial Sci
ences 3 (951): 37-f>9. Sun maintains that under
which is universally true. Hence the history of
(Taibei: Guiguan Tushu Gufen, 19HH), p.391,
and Richard Solomon that of "dependent
orientation" in his Mau:S revulwiun and the
Chinese political culture(Berkeley: Univer
siry of California Press, 1971), pp.4, 75-9,
128-9, 210. Similar concepts have been
expressed by Wolfgang Kubin in his "The
inconstant monkey on the problem of the
self in Confucianism," paper presented at
the Internatiunal Cunfucius-�ymposiun or
ganized by the Konrad-Adenauer-Founda
tion (Bonn, 51. Augustin, 21 OCI.- 2 Nov.
1988), p.7, who takes as his point of depar
ture a critique of the these supporting the
development of an autonomous conscience
in China, such as those of Thomas Metzger
in his Escape/rom predicament. Neo-Cunfu
cianism and China:S evulving political cul
ture(New York: Columbia University Press,
1977), and Tu Wei-ming in his "On the
Mencian perception of mordl self-develop
ment," The Munist 6 (l97H). Kubin argues

the T in China is that of increasing [self-]
control and not of [its] liberdtion." In a more
general fashion see the tripartite division
made by David Riesman between the "trddi
tion-based" personality, on which sanctions
operdte through shame, the "inner-directed"
which is subjected to sanctions through the
sense of guilt, and the "other-directed" which
is subjected to sanctions through the sense of
anxiery(D.Riesman, N. Glazer, andR. Denney,
eel<;, The lonely crowd: a study �fthe changing

all circumstances the individual considers of
more relevance the evaluation accorded to him
by society than the manner in which he or she
sees him- or herself. He stresses the pre
dominantly physical perception of the T, the
part played by interpersonal interaction in
moral sentiment (erren = A), on it<; foundation
in an education understo<x! as obedience
(tinghua i!�6), and on the erymology of kou
o ('mouth') and mu § ('eye'), which in his
view express the importance of "social

A merican character [New Haven, Conn.: Yale

presence," of a "listener," and a fear of what
may be said (ren yan ke wei Agar fit).

Universiry Press, 1950], pp.1-25).

SunLongji, Zhungguo wenhua de 'shenceng 14 See Confucius' recommendations in the
jieguu '[The 'deep structure;' of Chinese culture] A nalects, Shisan jing yinde [Index of the thir
teen classics], Lunyu yinde [Index of the
(Hong Kong: Yishan, 1983), p.206. Sun is
Analects] (Taibei: Zongqing Tushu, 1989), 261
inclined to deny in polemical fashion the

13

existence of any autonomy or individual
conscience in Chinese civilization, linking this
to the 'oral' ch:uacter of the culture (pp.203-

13/23-5, or the analysis of the heart-mind in
the Mencius where it is described as the

28). See also Werner Muensterberger, "Oraliry

source of the conscience, ibid., 12-13/2a/6;

principle behind all human activities and the
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feel guilty' (xinzhong gandao zuiguo IU r:p W�Ij�� would reflect discom
fort at having done violence to social relations. Although this approach
unquestionably throws light on important elemente; of the truth, it is likewise
just as evident that individual moral autonomy has existed since antiquity as
it is that an emphasis has been placed on social reality. 1 4 Other authors, per
contra, make clear the internal nature of Chinese morality and the autonomy
of conscience. Yu Yingshi singles out certain concepts that he sees as
shoWing the moral autonomy not only of Confucianism, but also of
Buddhism and Daoism 1 5 Tang Chun-i has discussed the transcendental
afflatus in Chinese philosophy. 16 lin Yaoji has emphasized the guilt-laden
inner character of Chinese moral conscience. 1 7
Shame, guilt, and the sense of sin are all emotional reactions to the
violation of moral, social, and religiOUS nom1S, and constitute fom1s of
'internal control'. While the first of these is essentially directed towards
society, in the sense of being understood in relation to the other members
of a social group, and is intrinsically outside the sphere of religion, the second
is an internal sanction that functions automatically-as the awareness of the
critical judgement exercised hy the superego, according to Freud-and that
predominantly relates to the individual as such, hut can be transcendental,
often through the presupposition of a relationship with a deity. The notion
of sin has a speCifically religiOUS character in that it derives from a divinely
ordained set of standards. It is clearly an oversimplification to draw such
distinctions since all three sentiments result from a coercion extemally
imposed during the process of socialization that induces the suhject to learn
that no transgression goes unpunished IS Eberhard himself points out at the
end of his essay that there is no clear-cut houndary hetween the Confucian
sense of shame and the feeling of guilt.
In recent years certain scholars have tried to make a critical analysis of
this polarization of guilt and shame, and of the opposition posited between
them. They have introduced intem1ediate concepts such as the external and
internal level of shame. External shame is what we conm10nly understand
as 'shame', namely, a moral sanction called into existence by external
criticism, by ridicule, or by social attitudes. Internal shame is close to guilt,
however, in that it does not operate exclusively when the offence has been
discovered by others. Since the most recent studies, the dimensions of the
opposition between 'guilt' and 'shame' have been recast in striking fashion.

/others' ()Ii shen hu yi f a il'($.t T-il'(i\!1., and
'self-sufficiency' (zizu EllEY. See Analects,
32/15121; cf. also Yu Yingshi, Cong jiazhi

/43/6a/6: sona/I. Lin Yu-sheng, "The evolu
tion of the pre-Confucian meaning of jen and
the Confucian concept of moral autonomy,"'
Monumenta Serica 31 0974-75): 172-98, pre
sents Confucian moral autonomy as based on
the virtue of 'humanity', which nonetheless
shows a close link between it and the social
and ritual norms (Ii iV. See also the objeL1ions
raised against Solomon's theories by T. Wong,

/"Aggression, personality and political cul
ture," Bulletin �rthe Hong Kong Psychological

Society 9 (982): 3-17, and by Michael Bond
and Hwang Kwong-kuo, "The social psychol
ogy of Chinese people," in The psychology of
the Chinesepeople, ed. M. Bond (Hong Kong:
Oxford University Press, 1976).

15

For instance, 'to look within oneself (qiu
zhuji ::jUtc,), 'to rely on oneself and nO! on

xitong knn Zhungguu wenhua de xiandai
yi)li [The present-day meaning of Chinese
culture seen from the standpoint of value
systems] (Taibei: Shibao Wenhua Gongsi,
1984), pp.47-H.

16

Tang Chun-i, "The development of ideas
of spiritual value in Chinese philosophy," in

The Chinese mind. fSsentials �r Chinese
philosuphy and culture, ed. Charles Moore
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1%7),
pp.1H8-212.

17 See, in addition to the works cited by
Metzger, Tu Wei-ming, Tang Chun-i, and
Yu Yingshi, the recent intervention by]ing
Yaoji, "Mianchi yu Zhongguoren xingwei
zhi fenxi" [An analysis of 'face' and behaviour
among the Chinese], Di "erjie guuji Hanxue
huiyi lunwenji [Proceedings of the Second
International Conference on Sinology] (Tai
bei: Academia Sinica, 19H9), pp.39-53, esp.
pp.47-53. He uses such phrases as "internal
ized sanction,"' "belonging to the world of
inner mind," "related to guilt," "a need
emanating from personal conscience and
not [induced] by others' judgments."
18 Thus Leo Madow writes in Guilt: huw tu

recugnizeand cupe with i/(Northvale: Aron
sons, 19HH), p.11, that "children develop a
sense of guilty fear first, and then later, after
acquiring a conscience, they develop true
guilt." Susan Miller, The shame experience
(Hillsdale: Analytic Press [distr. Erlbaum],
1985), pp.31-49, distinguishes 'shame', in
the sense of feeling inferior, from 'embarraSS
ment', in the sense of feeling 'undone', and
further from 'hUmiliation', in the sense of
feeling forced down into a debased position,
and from 'guilt' in the sense that one has
violated a standard. Agnes Heller, in IIpotere
della ve't!ugna [The power of shame] (Rome:
Editori Riuniti, 19H5), p.9, distinguishes
conscience from shame according to the
authurity in which they are embodied. In
the case of shame, the authority is social
cus/um (rituals, habit\ codes, and accus
tomed panerns of behaviour), represented
in the "eyes of others." In the case of
conscience, the authority is represented by
practical reasun, which can manifest it<;elf
as an "inner voice."
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According to Erik Erikson, JdentiZy, youtb
and crisis (New York: Norton, 19(8), p.l0,

inadequate anention has been paid to shame
by Western scholars because of the preva
lence of guilt in the West. Gershen Kaufman,
Tbe psycbology of sbame (New York:
Springer, 19(9), pp.6, 17, rejects the assump
tion that we feel guilty about deeds but feel
shame about self, as well as the belief that
shame is a more 'primitive' state than guilt.
According to him, shame is the affect of
inferiority and no other affect is more centrdl
to the development of identity, none is
closer to the experienced self, nor more
disturbing. Shame is felt as an inner torment.
..It is the most poignant experience of the
self by the self."

20

For example, Silvan Tompkins, Af
fect
imagery consciousness, vol.2, The negative
affects (New York: Springer, 1963), pp.138,

151-2 (cited in Richard Wilson, "Shame and
behaviour in Chinese society," Asian Profile
1.3 [1973]: 431). Helen Lynd, On sbameand
tbe sea reb for identity (New York: Science
Editions, 19(1), pp.18, 23-4, 20!>, has noted
the personal aspects intrinsic to the sense of
shame, which is first of all a crisis in one's
estimation of oneself for having failed to live
up to one's own ideal model, and only
secondly the discomfort of encountering the
contempt of others. In his preface to
H. B. Lewis, Sbame and gUilt in neurosis
(New York: International University Press,
1971), p.2, Herman Witkin notes the subjec
tivity displayed by scholars regarding the
notions of shame and guilt.

21

According to Gerhart Piers and Milton
Singer, Sbame andguilt: a psycboanalytical
and cultural study (Springfield: Charles
Thomas, 1953), shame is a response to
external criticism and guilt to internal criti

cism. Margaret Ng, "Internal shame as a
moral sanction," Journal ofCbmese Pbiloso
pby 8 (1981), and Wilson, "Shame and be
haviour," have applied these theories to
Confucianism. Writing from a medical point
of view, P. M. Yap, in his "Phenomenology
of affective disorder in Chinese and other
cultures" (in Transcultural psycbiatry [Lon
don: CIBA, 19651. ed. De Reuck and R.
Porter, pp.B4-114), has asserted the useless
ness of the dichotomy between guilt and
shame, and criticized its scientific and theo
retical foundations. It is also necessary to
take into account the differing perceptions

The objection has been raised that the emotion of shame has been studied
in a reductive fashion, 1 9 and guilt has now come to be thought of as a
subcategory of shame.2o
While Gerhart Piers accepts the traditional distinction between guilt and
shame, he sees no clear diViding-line between them. Both states of tension
derive from frustrations: from inadequacy with respect to an ideal, in the case
of shame, and, in the case of guilt, from a transgression of the nom1S imposed
by the superego.2 1 I would maintain that some distinction of this sort still
remains valid from a theoretical-instrumental point of view, so long as it is
utilized with suitable caution, and that it has a definite usefulness for the
comprehension of intellectual history and of psychological and moral
attitudes in traditional China.
It is not possible to deny that when Chinese society is compared with that
of the West, the part played by 'shame'-always proVided that the tem1 is
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Figure 2

Among the illustrations published by the Dianshizai Pictorial at
the end qfthe nineteenth century may be found one depicting
the punishment qfthe hutcher, boiling in the same cauldron as
the ox he had slaughtered, before the eyes of his heavenly judges.
As is known, Buddhist ethics prohibit the killing qfliving things
and accord bovines particular respect among animals. It is, in
fact, no coincidence that the status qfthe butcher in China was
among the most humble in the category of the 'lowly'-the
jianmin. Entitled "Retrihution falls on the lover of killing (Hao sha
zhi b a o), the tale goes as follows: "... The butcher killed the ox
and, as was his custom, cooked its flesh in a cauldron in his
courtard. The hutcher would normally get up at the fifth watch
to inspect the cauldron, but on that particular evening, not a
single sound could he heard in the courtard after the fifth watch
had passed. The butcher's wife thought this strange, and went
with candle in hand to take a look at the cauldron. She was
horrified to discover her husband being stewed inside the
cauldron, with his legs sticking out in the air and his head and
torso cooked to a pulp along with the ox he had slaughtered.
People said that considering the butcher's taste for slaughter, this
was a just form of punishment. "
(D.]. Cohn, Vignettes from the Chinese {Hong Kong: Renditions
Paperhacks, 1987], pp.26-7, cit. in P. Santangelo, "Destiny and
retrihution in late imperial China," East and West 42 (1992], pp.
391-2; idem, "Sin" in China, p.98)

used with caution--is indubitably more important than that
of guilt, as may be seen through a series of different con
ceptions, such as those relating to the self,22 to divinity,23 to
the state, to sin, or those concerning punishment after death,
eternity, and salvation. Even if the gods may play the role of
judges, in general the entities affected by human misbehaviour are not God
or the spirit';. Confucian philosophy developed its concept of moral evil
relative to society, instead of in tem1S of sin and offences against God. 24 Aleni,
arguing for the existence of differences between the examination of sins and
repentance in Chinese religious associations, and the corresponding phe
nomena among Christians, drew attention to the question of towards whom
the fault was committed.25 It was not only the lack of a personal god and of
monotheism, however, that influenced the approach to sin. Chinese thought
does not envisage a dualism between spirit and matter, nor the opposition
between the soul and the body that is of such relevance to the Western
tradition, with its consequent distinction between the rational and the
sensible. The xin Ie., is 'mind', but also 'heart'. It is the seat of thinking, but
also of emotions and of sensory reactions. The rational function is not
perceived as the highest one in the human being, taken as a pure res cogitans

lof feelings of this sort in different cultures.
Weston La Barre, in Theghostdance: origins

qf religion (New York: Dell, 1972), p.44H,
says, for example, that "Greek guilt was not
an organizing consciousness of sin and not
necessarily e'drned by conscious mordl choice
after a wrangle with conscience, but rdther
a quasi-material contamination as a result of
sometimes innocently blind acts as in the
case of Oedipus." On the other hand, the
morality of the Homeric world, at least
within aristocratic circles, was rather chardc
terized by the sense of shame. See Eric
Dodd" I Creci e l'irrazionale [The Greeks
and the irrational] (Firenze: La Nuova Italia,
1959).
22 The concept of self did, however, change
in China during the classical period and as
a result of Buddhist influence. Fingarette, in
"Comment, and respon<;e" ( Bockover, Rules,
rituals, and responsibility, p.l99), notes:
"The latter commentaries and Western trans
lations that render these remarks of Confuciu<;
in term, of 'the self-e.g., 'cultivate the self
have been tacitly putting into Confucius's
mouth a notion that he never had but that
derives from their own Indian, Buddhist, or
Christian intellectual background,."
23 It has been thought by some that in China

society held the place that would be held by
the deity, or deities, in other systems of
ideas. According to Zhu Zhenlou, "Shame
orientation," pp.85-117, the fundamental
shame orientation of Chinese culture de
rives from the dominance of the Confucian
and humanL<;t components, with their em
phasis on social norm, and harmony in
interpersonal relations, while the element,
orientated toward, guilt, of Buddhist and
Christian derivation, were recessive.
24 Julia Ching,

ConfUCianism and Christi
anity: a comjXIrative study (Tokyo & New

York: K<xlansha International, 1977), pp.739.
25 Erik Zurcher, "Giulio A1eni et ses relations
avec les milieux des lettres chinois au XYlIC
siecle" [Giulio Aleni and his relations with

Chinese literary circles], in Venezia e I 'Oriente
[Venice and the Orient], ed. Lionello Lanciotti

(Firenze: Leo Olschki, 1987), p.l21.
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and as such to be contrasted with the passions and instincts. Nor is reason,
in the Chinese view, the prerogative of the soul, which, in Christian doctrine,
has the capacity to distinguish between good and evil, and to act freely either
for good or for evi1.26 In its place Neo-Confucianism created the metaphysical
notions of 'human nature' and of 'principle' which together correspond to
the moral imperative. For this reason, those problems relative to the freedom
of the will with respect to the foreknowledge of God, or to destiny, and those
relative to the internal and external limits of the moral liberty of the individual,
to detenninism, and so on, which have aroused so much interest among
European intellectuals since the time of the Greek sophists, were all but
unknown in China. Sun Longji mentions the impressions of a Norwegian
stock-exchange operator, who had been brought up as a Protestant,
regarding Chinese ethics. "Everyone is accustomed to assert that the people
of China hold morality in high regard. But to my way of seeing things, ethics
implies making personal choices. A situation in which no personal choice
ever emerges cannot be considered one in which morality is at work. "27 Nor
is it possible to ignore the weight of the Buddhist doctrine of kanna, and its
complex influence-in tem1S of both its sense as predetem1ination, and its
sense as retribution--on traditional ethical ideas.
Nor is it possible to underestimate the centrality of society, from
membership of which the personality and the dignity of the individual seem
to have been derived. This is illustrated by the experience of every Westerner
who visits not only China but any country with a culture influenced by that
of China. Whenever he or she starts a conversation with someone whom he
or she is meeting for the first time, questions are raised about his or her
profeSSion, about what group he or she belongs to (from his or her nationality
to the organization in which he or she works), and about his or her age and
matrimonial status, data that enable the interlocutor to 'place' the stranger
and to assign him or her to a social context, and to be able to behave
appropriately in future encounters.2H The process whereby the sense of
responsibility is internalized does not eliminate but, on the contrary,
reinforces the social implications of morality,29 thanks to the use of shaming
techniques during the child's education.30
Generally speaking, scholars have tended to emphaSize the dual
character of the traditional Chinese system: shame and propriety-i.e. Ii tl
or 'rites' for the literati, and punislU11ent-i.e. fa $., penal law, and xing fflJ,
punishments, and, to some degree, guilt for the populaceY This, too, is
evidently a simplification, but it aids in the understanding of intellectual
history in China, and Chinese psychological and moral attitudes.
Scholars for the most part identify the concept of shame with that of
'face'Y In every culture the countenance expresses both a person's
physiognomy, and the direction of his or her emotional and intellectual
forces. It pern1its the identification of a particular subject and, at the same
time, presents this subject's personality to others. Hence we have such Italian
expressions as 'lose face', 'save face', 'face of bronze' (i.e. effrontery), 'show

Jacques Gernet, China and the Christian
impact . A conflict C!fcultures (Cambridge &

Paris: Cambridge University Press & Maison
des Sciences de ['Homme, 1985), pp.l46-50.

27
28

Sun Longji, Deep stn/cture, p.226.

Sun Longji testifies that Chinese behave
in the same way toward� each other (ibid.,
p.218).

29

The dose linkage bet\veen the individual
and the group in the moral domain is also
the result of the prdctice of mutual denun
ciation, and the public examination of sins,
not only in Daoist circles but also in Neo
Confucian ones as well. See Wu Pei-yi, "Self
examination and confession of sins in
traditional China," HarvardJournal C!fAsi
atic Studies 39.1 (979): 5-38, and Johanna
Handlin, Action in late Ming thought (Ber
keley: University of California Press, 1983),
p.197. Handlin also cites the rules estab
lished by the Yuan, according to which
wicked actions were noted on the door of
the house of the 'sinner'. If he had mended
his ways by the end of the year, thL� inscrip
tion could be removed, but if not he would
be punished by having to perform labour
services owed by the village. (See Handlin,
Late Ming thought, p.193.) As Lucian Pye
has observed, "it would be wrong to believe
that the Chinese psychic reaction to shame
is somehow more superficial and less deeply
felt than what is usually meant by guilt." See
his The spirit C!f Chinese politics. A psycho

cultural study C!f the authority criSis in
political development (Cambridge, Mass.:
Massachusens Institute of Technology, 1968),
p.96.

30 See Weston La Barre, "Some observations
on chardcter stru(.1ure in the Orient: II - The
Chinese," Psychiatry 9 (946): 215-37; John
Weakland, "The organization of action in
Chinese culture," Psychiatry 13 (950): 36170; Martha Wolfenstein, "Some varianb in
mordl trdining of children," in Childhood in
contemporary cultures, ed. M. Mead and M.
Wolfenstein (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1955), quoted by Pye, Chinesepolitics,
p.95; Wilson, "Shame and behaviour," pp.
438-40

31

Zlm Zhenlou, "Shame Orientation," pp.85117, and esp. pp.95-6.

32

Pye, Chinese politiCS, p.96, observes inter
alia that "when the Chinese child experi

ences shame and humiliation he wants
to disappear from sight, to fall through the
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Figure 3

The 'modernization ' of Pigsy,
the lewd and gluttonous character
from the novel Monkey Uourney to
the west). From the recent campaign
against pornography. The inscription
says "Pigsy turns writer. " The title on
the covers of the hooks on Pigsy 's
desk read The Country of Nude
Women B athers, Gaolao Village of
Strange Loves,

and

The Moon

Goddess and I.
(World of Comics,
Guangzhou Daily,

one's face', 'a two-faced man', and the like.33 All societies, whatever their
cultural differences, have, in order to maintain themselves, to mobilize their
own members in such a fashion that they interact with each other in an
internally controlled manner. Thus everyday life is codified in such a way that
as far as is possible everyone protects his or her own ideal image through
a series of negotiations and rituals that are rich in social significance (such
as greetings, excuses, compliments, good manners, and tact). 'Face' is there
fore this image, understood as something of positive social value that each
person lays claim to through his or her reflection projected on others.
Analogous expressions exist in Chinese, which imply an implicit value
judgement, namely mianzi OO-T or !ian �. According to Arthur Smith,
'''face' is the first characteristic of the Chinese, who have a strongly dramatic
instinct. "34 The above-mentioned traits are commonly translated by the tem1
'face', and they perform a role of some Significance in the moral domain
because they express and develop the awareness of an assumed or ideal
social control that can condemn every error or transgression with ridicule.35
The character mian may be used either as a substantive or a predicate,
and besides the visage it can also indicate the area of an object, or an aspect
of an abstract conception. Lian, on the other hand is always a substantive,
and always means the human face. Mianzi, unlike !ian, also implies the

reprinted in the
18. 12. 1989])

!floor, to shrivel up and be inconspicuous, to
hide his face, indeed, to feel the loss of hi�
face." See also Richard Wilson, Learning to
be Chinese: the polztical socialization of
children in Taiwan (Cambridge, Mass.: Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology, 1970).

33

Heller, Vergogna, p.12, notes that the "eyes
of others" are what unleash the feeling of
shame, and it� manifestation: the person's face
is made to go red, and he or she hides it.

34

Arthur Smith, Chinese characteristics
(1900 ; reprint ed., Singapore: Grdham Brdsh,
1986), pp .16-17 .

3)

Hu Hsien-chin, "The Chinese concept of
face," A merican Anthropologist 46 (1944):
45--{), quoted in Sybille van der Sprenkel,
Legal institutions in Manchu China. A so
ciological ana(ysis (London: Athlone Press,
1962), p.99, and in Jin Yaoji, "Face," pp.423. Jin criticizes the trdnslation of 'face' by
mian and !tan insofar as it has been
customary in the southern dialect� to use
only the first of these, and for it to carry both
meanings.
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36

For critiques, see Lu Xun, Lu Xun quanji
[Complete works ofLu Xun1, 16 vols (Beijing:

Renmin Wenxue, 1981), 4: 431; 6: 98--100,
on the Repuolic, and A. S. Chen, "The head
local Party Secretary and the 'model' man,"
China Quarterly 19 (1%4): 229-40, on the
People's Republic. On the present-day
situation, see Sun Longji, Deep structure,
pp.l99--228.
37 A. Y. C. King and J. T. Myers, "Shame as

an incomplete conception of Chinese culture,"
unpu�lished MS cited in Bond and Hwang,
"Social psychology of Chinese," p.247. See
also van der Sprenkel, Legal institutions,
pp .50, 100. The loss of 'face' or 'moral worth'
may also be used in situations other than
ethical ones where the person concerned
has failed to measure up to a situation, and
to the members of his or her social group. (A
classical example of the loss of face of this
sort is the suicide of the hegemon Xiang Yu
JJ{�� after being defeated by the future
founder of the Han dynasty, formerly his
suoordinate.) Thus, while it is generJlly
possiole to risk endangering one's face as
'prestige', in that a lack of recognition can be
attriouted to others' lack of awareness, one
cannot allow the loss of face as 'morJl
worth', for as regard<; this everyone t, re
sponsible for him- or herself, and it'; preser
vation is the minimum requirement demand
ed oy society. Analogous conceptions, while
of differing intensity, are contained in the
expressions wuchi � !f.G 'unreservedly
shameless', and cankui �t?1. and xiucan
�tti 'be exceedingly ashamed.'
-

-

38 G. H. Mead, Mind, self and society (Chi

cago: Chicago University Press, 1934); Mente,
Se e soc eta
i
[Self and society] (Firenze: Giunti

Ba rberJ, 1966). See part<; 2 and 3 on the
interaction between individual and society.

39 Je-dn-Jacques Matignon, Superstition, crime
et misere en Chine [Superstition, crime and
mi<;ery in China] (Lyon: Paul Geuthner, 1902),
p.97, had already identified this 'internal'
aspect, and stated interalia that "one 'loses
face' not only in the eyes of others out also
one's own eyes, and such 'losses of face of

an intimate nature' can also give rise to
suicide by hanging or drowning."
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Analects, 2/2/3, and also the trJnslations

of James Legge ( The Chinese classics, reprint
ed. in 5 vols [Taibei: Southern Materials
Center, 19851, vol. !, "Confucian Analects,"
p.146)and D. C. Lau ( Confucius, theAnalects

presentation of a person in his or her social dimension, his or her prestige
and reputation: that is, his or her importance and social standing, influence
and authority, as understood both subjectively and by the other members of
the conU11Unity. In contemporary China the notion of mianzi has been
criticized as a left-over from the past, or as a fornl of merely external
moralism; but nonetheless it has remained entrenched in the Chinese mind.36
Lian, whose basic sense is the physiognomy of the face, means in
metaphOrical ten11S dignity, respectability, and integrity. Fear of 'losing face'
diulian *� is likewise so linked to the ethical sense that to say that
someone is 'unconcerned about face' buyao lian ��� expresses the idea
of an inU110rality connected with an indifference that the individual
concerned is thought to feel towards the judgement of society. It thereby
indicates that he, or she, would be inclined to do anything to attain a personal
objective, without taking into account the dictates of morality .37
Scholars generally agree that in Confucian morality shame dominated
guilt insofar as the sanction imposed, to the extent that it was internalized,
affected the inner being, the person's image ofhinlself or herself as belonging
to a morally elevated category, and did not apply to an isolated act. A sanction
of this sort presupposes a kind of i.maginary audience to whom moral
accounts are rendered, 'the generalized other' in the definition of G. H .
Mead,38 Some scholars rhink that we are dealing here with a n 'internal' level
of shame to the extent that at its base there is the internalization of an ideal,
which thereafter constitutes the yardstick for evaluating the individuaP9 It
is clearly stated in the Analects that what distinguishes Confucian morality
from Legalist doctrines is the sense of shame, even in the case of politiCS,
because it is the foundation of a well-ordered state. "If the people be led by
laws, and unifomlity sought to be given to them by punishments, they will
try to avoid [punishment), but have no sense of shame. Ifthey be led by virtue,
and unifon11ity sought to be given by the rules of propriety, they will have
the sense of shame, and moreover will become good." 4o This affimlation is
interesting because while, on the one hand, it confim1s the typology of the
model that assigns traditional Chinese society to an orientation towards
shame, on the other it makes clear the development of an internal conception
of moral worth and of conscience. This finds its fullest expression in the
figure of the 'gentleman', or the 'superior man', thejunzi :gr, and explains
the Confucian insistence on self-cultivation 4 1 The superior and enlightened
man is-according to Xunzi t..j r (298-238 Bc}-he who "knows himself"
(zizhi El �)and "respects himself' (zi 'a i El � 42 The sense of moral worth
that may be extracted from numerous passages in the classics, and even from
an author with such notoriously authoritarian tendencies as Xunzi, makes
clear that a deep-rooted moral autonomy existed since classical times. Nor
can we pass over the fact that the social hamlony which was the foundation
of all morality was grounded in respect for oneself and for others, and was
reflected in the virtue of reciprocity. The same sensibility may be met with
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in the concern not to put one's interlocutor in a difficult position, and also
in the proverbial difficulty found by the Chinese and other East A5ian peoples
to disagree or oppose in direct fashion. Furthern10re, Xun Yue iij §l (AD 1 48209) distinguishes three types of 'shame', but only esteems that which is
internal and directed towards oneself as fundamental (ben *J. In second
place is that which a person experiences when face to face with gods or
spirits; and in last place he puts that which one experiences with respect to
one's neighbours, and judges it negatively to the extent that it is "external,"
inasmuch as if one limits oneself to this last type-he observes-"the evil
accumulates within. ,,43
We may therefore affirn1 that the tenn commonly used in the classics for
'shame' (chi Ifl1) does not necessarily correspond to our current definition,
which contrasts it with 'guilt', but in various cases may occupy an
intern1ediate position between the two concepts, and could be assimilated
to the internal level of shame. It is in fact linked to our respect for ourselves,
to self-cultivation, and to the internalization of certain values. It is closely
connected in China with the five fundamental relationships of Confucianism,
and with the principle that the name should correspond to the function. A
series of concepts that the Neo-Confucians took up again from the classics,
such as 'self-cultivation' (xiushen {I�$t), 'the rectification of the mind'
(zhengxin iEJu, gexin :.m/U), 'the sincerity of the intentions' (chengyi
��J, 'self-control' (keji JEGJ, 'inquiry into things' (gewu :.m�), 'the
extension of knowledge' (zhizhi ��), demonstrate the internal dimension
attained by Neo-Confucianism.
The sense of shame (chixin 1f�/U) played an important role in the
process of self-cultivation. According to the essays of Yuan Huang �Ji
0533-1606) on the cO:Tection of fault5 and the accumulation of merits, the
first stage is defined precisely as the development of a sense of shame.
Shame, for him, was the feeling that tells a person that he or she has done
wrong, and leads them to acknowledge their faults. In other words, it was
a moral conscience, and more than a reaction for having failed to come up
to social expectations. 44 From another perspective it must be asked how it
happened that many Chinese intellectuals of the seventeenth century were
induced to confess in their writings a whole series of actions and forn1s of
behaviour that were considered shameful, when they were well aware that
this would leave an indelible negative mark against their names. What was
it that drove these literati to overcome not only traditional modesty and
reserve, but also the sense of shame, which would have been rendered even
more stinging by the publication of matter that they considered as disgrace
fuP Their choice can only be explained by the crushing weight of guilt,
accompanied by a desire for redemption, which found external expression
in their own writings. Thus Zhang Dai *m ( 1 597-?I666) made a record of
his past in order "to make confession before Buddha" of his sins; and Wei
Xi !lUi ( 1624-81 ) confessed to his most deeply hidden desires as a warning
both to himself and to the younger generations of his family 4'i

I[New York: Penguin, 1979], p.63). The Clianzi
[Master Guan], a composite text with a Legal
ist orientation, considers shame the most
important of the fou r basic virtues, or 'four
principles' (siwei 11Y�) thatthe governrnent
was obliged to promote. (The others were
'correct behaviour' !i m" 'justice' yi R and
'honesty' !ian M:') See Cuanzi, "Mumin," I :
92, in Ershi 'er zi [Twenty-four philosophers)
(Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 1986).
This text stimulated critical reflections on
the part of many subsequent thinkers, such
as Liu Zongyuan (773-B19) and Ouyang Xiu
( 1 007-72), alx)U( the part played by the
sense of moral worth and by shame in politi
cal life. See the Cujun tushujicheng [Collec
tion of works ancient and m<x.\ern) (Chengdu:
Bashu Shushe, 1985), Lixue huihian 82:
73797--8, and also Xin Wudai shi [A new
history of the Five Dynasties) (Beijing:
Zhonghua Shuju, 1974), 54: 61 1-12.

41 Analects, 1/1/4, 6/417, 1317128, 251131
13, 29/14/24, 31/15/5, 38/1817. See also
Fingarette, Cunfucius, p.133. The same
Mencian sensibility of huren ::;r;;:>;?, could
not endure to witness suffering, let alone
dishonesty and opportunism. See Mengzi
[Master MengJ, Duanju shisan jing jingwen
[Punctuated text ofthe thirteen classics) (Taihei:
Taiwan Kaiming Shudian, 1984), 5. b. 1 .
4 2 Xunzi [Master Xun], Xunzi yinde [Index
of Master Xun) (Taibei: Chongqing Tushu,
1986), 1 05129/31
43 Xun Yue, Shenjiang [The proffered mirror),
Sibu congkan 5: 34b.
44 Cf. Cynthia Brokaw, "Yuan Huang 0 53316(6) and the ledgers of merit and demerit, "
Harvard Juumal uf Asiatic Studies 47. 1
(1987): 1 77. Yuan Huang supported a sub
jective criterion in moral evaluation of hu
man actions. Brokaw, in her recent volume

The ledgers uf merit and demerit. Sucial
change and mural urder in late imperial
China (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1991), p.101: "He who wishes to accumulate
merit, Yuan warned, cannot rely on popular
judgment, on the 'ears and eyes of the
world'. He must depend r'dlher on his own
inner moral sense: He can only follow the
hidden tendencies to g()(xl at the source of
the mind .

4';

Cf. respectively Zhang Dai, Tau un meng)li
[Tao'an's dream-memories) 0794; reprint
ed., Taibei: Kaiming Shudian, 1978), prefac
tion, p. 1 , and Wei Xi. Shuzi wenji lOVER
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;{Collected works of Wei Xil ( seventeenth
century), (reprint ed., Taibei: Shangwu
Yinshu-guan, 1973), 6: 2820.

The two Chinese characters mostly used to express 'shame' are chi IfiJ
and xiu �. The latter seems to be derived from an ideographic element
meaning 'ugly' (chou tV together with the same radical as in ru ll} ('humili
ate, offend'). Chi, in one fom1, is composed of the graphs for 'ear' and 'mind'
and has sometimes been explained as expressing blushing caused by
erroneous conduct.46 Though they are usually both translated as 'shame', the
meaning is broader than that of the Western tem1. In the Analects, where
Confucius mentions the concept several times, it also means moral
consciousness, and is the precondition for moral progress.47 It is that inner
sense of moral worth and modesty that makes us feel uneasy at pursuing a
career, or honours, or wealth in a country that is badly governed. It prevents
us from being hypocritical, or deceitful in our words or actions-for example,
by disguising resentment with false friendship, or not matching deeds to
words.4H Two types of shame are, however, judged negatively in the
Analects : we should not be ashamed either to ask about something from our
inferiors, or to learn from them; nor should we be ashamed of bad clothes
or bad food.49 Mencius counts "shame at one's own illdoing and hatred for
that committed by others" (xiuwu �g) among the feelings that are the
sources of the four virtues, and relates them to justice (yi roo
Twenty-four centuries later the problem has been represented by Zhu
Guangqian *7tM in tenus of the gospel parable of the woman taken in
adultery. After having referred to the Buddhist position, and the attitude that
may be taken in aesthetic temlS, he observes:

46

Cf. Eberhard, Guilt and sin, p.l2. Ru
recalls the Greek tenn aischune, shame for
ugliness. See also Zhu Zhenlou, "Shame
orientation," p.98.

47

It has been calculated that 58 of the 498
paragraphs of Analects refer to shame. Be
sides chi JIG, other characters are used for
analogous concepts, like can 1ti humilia
tion, kui m mortification, xiu �, zuu tf,
nii il)j. shame, hui iii remorse, fen tJt 
-

-

-

-

resentment, wu g
aversion, yuan �
condemnation, huan � worry, nl 4J. 
dishonour. Cf. the sentence "they will feel a
sense of shame and therefore improve"
(Analects, 2/2/3).
-

-

4H Analects,

15/6/13, 9/5/25, 7/4/22, 28/14/
20, 29/14/27.

49

[bid., 8/5/15, 6/4/9, 17/9127.

'50 Cf. Zhu Guangqian, Tan xiuyanf!, yan
xiuwu zhi xin [On self-cultivation and the
sense of shamel (Chongqing: Kaiming Shu
dian, 1942), p.26. I am grateful to Maio
Sabattini for letting me read hL� manuscript
(now in the press) on Zhu Guangqian's aes
thetic thought.

In this imperfect world, the ideal remains always an ideal. We cannot but hope
that everyone attains to what the Buddhists call 'perfect awareness'

(zhengjue
Jt1t), and grasps the equality of all things. We cannot and we should not hope
that everyone assumes, under any circumstances whatsoever, an attitude of
pure appreciation, like that of the artist, when facing evil and guilt. Nor can we

hope either that everyone assumes an attitude of forgiveness like that of Jesus,
and that all crimes are pardoned. If, a:; human beings, we seek for the happiness
of the human race, then we must hope that evils and wrongdOing diminish to
the greatest extent possible. There are many ways this may be done, from those
that are positive and effect correction through persuasion and example, to those
that are negative and work through sanctions.
Not all of us can have the 'perfect awareness' of Buddhism, or the infinite
love of Jesus, but we can all have in some degree the feeling of shame and
detestation

(xiuwu zhi xin �gzl()).

There are many systems of laws and

moral doctrines that use q;; a driving force this feeling which is common to all
humanity. Modern psychologists have further demonstrated how much impor
tance it has for the formation of the personality. It may be that moral influence
founded on the feeling of shame is at a low level, but it is at any rate sufficiently
realistic [to hope forI and close to what human beings [in factI feel 50

According to Zhu, shame is born of self-love, and people experience
shame when they are unable to measure up to their aspirations. After quoting
Mencius, Zhu appeals to Adler's theory of the 'inferiority complex' and the
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'manly protest' to demonstrate that the awareness of a defect or of a limit can
produce, by way of reaction, a psychological force that is significant, with
respect to both its physical and moral aspects. He further extends this idea
to nations as well, searching back for a quotation from the A nnals of the
Springs and Autumns for this purpose.5 1 In analogous fashion, he sees the
resistance against the Japanese as an example of a heroism capable of
making every sacrifice in order to avoid the shame of slavery.
For Confucians 'shame' was therefore a kind of negative aspect of the
positive virtue of 'humaneness': ren t. The human being is the agent who
reacts to events and circumstances, responding to their influences in order
to adapt reality to his or her ideals. Here a person's choice and responsibility
play a fundamental role, since moral notions have to be applied to conditions
that are undergoing continuous change. Hence 'shame' and 'guilt' make their
appearance whenever the attempt to recreate reality is unsuccessful, or the
individual lets him- or herself be dragged along passively by events and
circumstances against his or her own sense of moral worth.
The impact of Buddhism on Chinese thought intensified the develop
ment of the concept of sin and its interiorization. The importance of
'intention' was emphasized, seeing that all reality is derived from the mind;
and this led to the introduction of a series of distinctions in the appraisal of
human responsibility, as between the 'internal arena', the 'external arena',
self-cultivation, and 'being subject to' political and legal controls. The
concept ofkarn1a (ye � was, for example, applied not only to physical acts
(shenye:fit� but equally to intentions and thoughts (yiye��'V. Percontra,
an action in which there was no emotional participation, even if extremely
serious from the point of view of principle, could be without consequences.
Good or bad karma was only established when an act was perfoffi1ed
consciously; and good deeds and repentance were necessary to eliminate the
effects of bad karma.
Two other written characters could also be used, especially in Buddhist
texts, for 'guilt' and 'shame', namely can � and kui m. It is worth noting
that at the end of the fifth century AD, Xiao Ziliang ti.:r � distinguished the
meanings of these two words. Can he took as 'inner shame' (neizi xiuchi
1*1 § �1j"{; ), in other words as a kind of guilt, while he associated kui rather
with the embarrassment felt towards other people (faluxiang ren �� IcJ A,
'to be exposed before others'.) But kui also came to express the dis-comfort,
in an absolute sense, felt when faced with one's own wrongdoing, as in the
saying 'to be ashamed before Heaven and other people', and hence the
objective state of being guilty, as expressed in the goal of 'not being guilty
with respect either to the principles of Heaven or the feelings of human
beings' 52
The recitation of certain fornmlae, dhararu, and the invocation of
Amitabha, were in fact often considered sufficient to liberate the sinner from
his faults, which weakened the role of contrition. The practices of confession
and repentance, both for monks and for the laity, have however been

')1

" First make clear their shame, then teach
them to fight" (ming chi jiau zhan BJlJ!{;

n�), Chunqiu [Annals of the springs and
autumns] ( Chunqiujing zhuanyinde[Index
of the Annals of the springs and autumns
classics and commentaries] [Taibei: Chong
qing Tushll, 19H9J, 120/Xi 22/4 Zuu).

)2 See the sentence "not to be guilty/ashamed

in regard to heavenly principles and human
sentiments" (wu kui yu tianli renqing
�!9f.T]i;.!lA.m). Cf. the memorial stone
which was erected by Suzholl textile workers
in 1741 (Ming Qing Suzhuu gungshangye
heike ji [Collection of stone inscriptions on
Ming and Qing industry and commerce in
Suzhou] (Nanjing: Jiangsll Renmin Chuban
she, 19H]), pp.17-1H. For Xiao Ziliang see
Richard B. Mather, "Wang JlIng's 'Hymns on
the devotee's entrance into the pure life',"

Juurnal uf the A merican Oriental Suciety
106.1 (l9H6): HH.
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'53 Huanxi yuanjia

enforced by Buddhism and Daoism under certain circumstances. In order to
dwell in, or to recover, the condition of 'purity' (jing (1), and to 'wash away'
(dichu ��) kanna, Buddhist and Daoist devotees often confessed their
sins in public assemblies. The tem1 signifying 'confession and repentance'
(chanhui �tiij) derives from the Sanskrit ksama, 'seeking for forgiveness'.
Expressions like 'to repent of one's sins' (huiguo ��, huizui tfijW), and
'to regret the sins that have brought calamity' (huihuo 'tfij:f/8J ), entered into
use in connection with such practices. These latter were so deeply engraved
in people's minds that they may be found in varying fom1s throughout
Chinese history, from the sedate gatherings of the Neo-Confucians, and the
meetings held on the basis of the system of the 'rural compact' (xiangyue
�W� ) to certain assemblies of the Chinese Conununist Party when accused
officials would make their self-criticisms, for example, or confessions were
offered during the various campaigns to 'rectify thought', or the Cultural
Revolution.
Eberhard has shown how deeply the sense of guilt-not only that of
shame-runs in popular literature. Although there is no doubt that the types
of sentiment experienced in China were to some extent differentiated
according to social status, the increased influence of syncretic theories from
the end of the Ming onwards, and of the idea that the three religions (sanjiao
= ru were at one in their teachings, as well as the greater homogeneity of
the culture, may have affected the class of the literati in the direction of
melding shame-orientated tendencies with guilt-orientated ones. Literature
from this time also contains examples of remorse which manifests itself in
inauspicious presentiments and the apparition of ghosts or haunting
memories. The topos of a particular thing or event evoking the memory of
a past situation, feeling, or person, is represented by the expressions chujing
shengqing ��j: if for a feeling, and dujing siren ��w.A. for a person.
Thus peonies can remind an adulteress of her husband, and cause her to
repent. 'i3 likewise, the seventh tale of Huanxiyuanjia ;J:§:J[* (Antagonists
in love) tells the story of the infidelity of Madam You with the merchant Chen
Cai, who has killed her husband to marry her. After many years of love they
feel compelled to confess their crime and accuse each other. In one episode,
after having intercourse with Chen by the edge of pond, Madam You
frightens two mandarin ducks by striking at the water with a stick. Chen is
prompted by this seeming trifle to recite some verses on the misfortunes that
arise from disturbing mandarin ducks when they are engaged in their
amours. She is s'Jrprised by his ability to quote poetry, and tries to induce
him to declaim some more, by hitting a frog in the pond. But the Sight of the
dead frog floating on the water reminds him of the Sight of You's husband
whom he had pushed into a river eighteen years before. To begin with he
does not want to hurt her by reciting the poem that is coming to his mind
but at her insistence he writes it down. It is these lines that she will take to
court to lay as a charge against him.'i4
One of the best examples of repentance and confession is to be found
at the end of Feng Menglong's story "Han Wu sells love at Newbridge." Wu

[Adversaries in lovel
(Shenyang: Chunfeng Wenyi Chubanshe,
1989), 5: 87-107. Cf. also Robert Keith
McMahon, Causality and containment in

seventeenth-cenwry Chinesejiction (Leiden:
E. J. Brill, 1988), p.94. For Fengjie's remorse
see the beginning of chapter 1 13 of Shitou
ji [The story of the stonel (1791; reprint ed.,
Beijing: Renmin Wenxue, 1972) .

'54 Adversaries in love,

7: 1 23-33.
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Shan is a young merchant who runs his family's textile shop and other
businesses such as lending money and trading in grain. He works hard, and
treats his family with respect. One day, though, he chances to meet a young
lady-an unlicensed sing-song girl-and starts a secret and passionate
relationship with her. Eventually he falls seriously ill, and--dying-sees a
monk in his hallucinations. It is only then that, conscious of the gravity of his
sickness, he starts to think over his past. He weeps, confesses his faults to
his family, and repent.,. He realizes that his contrition has come too late, and
asks that after his death his corpse be thrown into the river. 55
In another tale by Feng Menglong, "A minor quarrel over cash leads to
unbelievable hatreds," we learn of the suicide of the wife of a potter at
Jingdezhen (a leading centre of porcelain manufacture) because of her
shame and the threats made by her husband. He has learnt of her
faithlessness by chance, overhearing the accusations that another woman
makes during an argument. "Having tossed her a rope, he shouted, 'Run off
and kill yourself1 Run off and kill yourself. If you don't that means you're
having an affair with someone else!' The artisan then went to bed, and she
found herself alone, under the night, outside the door of the house. There
was no way to save herself. The fault was hers, and there was no other
solution but suicide. Her anguish and remorse (zihei ziyuan El 1l El :@)
continued unabated until, fearing the dawn was coming, she hastily took the
rope and left . . . . " In this terse but dramatic passage all the motives behind
the woman's despair are made evident, her shame at the unveiling of her
illicit relationship, above all in her husband's presence, and the only solution
possible that will liberate her from her sense of guilt and in some measure
redeem her, namely suicide.
A poem is quoted in Feng Menglong's anthology, Tales OldandNew, that
warns one not to do anything that gives one a guilty conscience. 56 The
expression used, kuixin tS,c), literally 'to damage one's mind', has the
implication of remorse. In The Story q(the Stone, the insecurity felt by Black
Jade (Lin Daiyu UidD, and her possessive attitude towards Baoyu W.:E,
provides another example-though a pathological one--Df a conscience
torn between impulses of shame and guilt on the one hand, and self-pity on
the other. An unusual situation is that of the 'country of the great men'
(darenguo *A.�imagined byLi Ruzhen *�ft in hisallegorical Destinies
q( the Flowers in the Mirror, where social praise and shame are detem1ined
by the conscience within, and thus the intemal state coincides with the social
state. Everybody here walks on a cloud that changes colour according to his
or her moral status. "The colour . . . arises completely from the mind, and
depends absolutely on good or bad behaviour, and not on social or
economic conditions . . . . The colour follows the changes of the mind. "57 The
moral judgement here is not only produced by the individual conscience, but
everyone can see the moral condition of others. Though this passage may
show a development of the concept of an individual conscience, it is hardly
indicative of a high valuation of privacy.

'i'i

FengMenglong, ed., Gttjin xiausbuu[Tales

old and new] (c. 1 620; reprint ed., Beijing:
Renmin Wenxue, 1979), 3: 62-9; see Bishop's
trJnslation in John Lyman Bishop,

Tbe
colloquialsburt stury in Cbina: a study uftbe
Sanyen collectiuns (Camhridge, Mass . :

Harvard University Press, 1956), pp.65-87.
Bishop (ibid., p.47) find� unconvincing such
repentance induced through a supematurJI
agency (the ghost of the monk who died
while violating Buddha's injunctions against
lust); it seems to me, however, as it is
described, realistic and sincere in the con
text of the time, and shows some analogies
with Wei Xi's dream.

56

Feng Menglong,

Tales uld and new, 36:

402.

57

Li Ruzhen, jingbuayuan [Destinies of the
flowers in the mirror] ( 1828; reprint ed.,

Taihei: Sanmin Shuju, 1979), 14: 5R-9.
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In conclusion it may be said that questions relative to the self-directedness
or other-directedness of the moral sense-whose values are nom1ally
acquired by the individual in any society during the course of socialization
are distinct from the question of shame. The controversial concepts of 'shame
as relating to one's moral worth' and 'face' in China cover a wide range of
meanings that go from the fom1al respecting of certain labels to everything
that safeguards one's personal prestige, that complex of capacities that serves
to preserve one's social image and at the same time reflects a concern with
perfecting oneself, and respect for oneself and for others, with the objective
of establishing the ideal of social ham10ny.

2.
5H Xue Xuan,

Se!f-Examination
Every night when go to bed I must think over the deeds of the day. If my

Dushu lu [Record on reading
Late
Ming thuught, p.194.

actions were principled, I can sleep peacefully; if they were unprincipled,

59 The first letter of Paul to the Corinthians,

I want to start being diligent and to put an end to my laziness, I am keeping

books] OH6il), p.3a, cit. in Handlin,

3: 5;

The new testament, Kuuyu and Hnglish

(Seoul: Gideons International, 1 9HH), p.4S ! .
60

a record to warn myself.

Cf. for instance, the Chinese translation of

The new testament, pp.4HO, 494, 595, 1 Cor
inthians, 4: 4, 10: 27, 1 Timothy, 1 : 19;

XinYlie quanshu, new testament in tway's
ChineselJ:'nglish ver.siuns (Hong Kong: Hong
Kong Bible Society, 19/1B), pp.422, 434, 4: 4;
10: 27, 534.

61

I toss and turn restlessly, and wonder how I can mend the errors. Because

Wu Pei-yi presents some significant ex

amples of this son of scrutiny. The same
Wang Ji, for instance, in the course of a
spiritual crisis that afflicted him in his sev
enty-second year, came to some bitter con
clusions once the profound contradictions
between himself and others had become
apparent: "Can I be really bright and clear,

-Xue Xuan Mf§:

51>

The Latin tem1 conscientia derives from the Greek syneidesis, and for the
Stoics corresponded to the knowledge of what was good. Seneca defined it
as the observer inside us keeping watch over the morality of our actions. For
Saint Paul this faculty of moral judgement is subordinate to the judgement
of God. S9 Allusion has already been made to the confession of sins among
the Buddhist and Daoists, and likewise to the sentiments of shame and
remorse. In the fifteenth century Wu Yubi !RW�fi3 0391-1469) refen-ed to
the original goodness of the mind (liangxin �Ju) as that faculty within us
which re-bukes us for our misdeeds. The same tem1 is used in modern
Chinese for 'moral conscience' in the current European sense (,o The
presence of a capacity in human beings for moral discernment has always

externally as well as internally, even down
to the bone and marrow, like the sun fresh
from a bath in Xian pond, totally without the
dark cloud, of worldliness or other misty
impurities? In a large assembly and among
the mass of people, I appear to be amiable
and faultless enough; but in private can I
really be stric1 with myself and commit
nothing dishonorable in the eyes of the
supernaturdl beings? I seem to love all
people, but I may be too indiscriminate. I
seem to be much concerned with the affairs
of the world, but I may be too pedantic in my
approach. Sometimes I give full rein to my
passions in dealing with people, yet I take
it as being consistent in my likes and dis
likes. Sometimes I form partisan alliances

land attack outSiders, which I justify by pre
tending to be impanial. When I do someone

IThree Treasures, nor did I believe in retribu
tion. It goes without saying that I committed

a favour and continue to remember it, I err in

various evils with my body, speech, and thought.

exaggeration. When I fail to repay favours

After taking orders, although I have been

done me by others, I am ungrateful. My

Vigilant in the larger matters concerning Ixxly,

integrity is compromised when I let calcu

I have overlex)ked some small points. As for

lations guide my actions. If I take my conjunc

speech I have erred even more. I indulge so

ture as true understanding, then my judgement
suffers." The monk Zhuhong tt* 0 535-

much in desultory discourse on worldly issues

that I absent myself from correct thinking. I

1 6 1 5), however, confessed at about (he Sdme

speculate out of ignordnce and end in deviat

time in his

Zizi § j!{ [Self-accusation) that not

ing from the holy scripture. I give free rein to

only had he behaved badly with his body, his

my tongue and offend the leaders of the day.

word" and his thought, in the days before he

I am wantonly critical and reproachful, humili

had embraced the monastic life, but had failed

ating the young and the lowly. In this way

time and again in many respects: "In my

countless evils have been caused by speech.

youth, before I took orders, I did not know the

As for thought. my errors are even greater.
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been recognized in Confucianism, ever since Mencius's notions of 'the
knowledge of the good' (/iangzhi �m) and 'the capacity to do good'
(liangneng �W. Last of all we may note the idea of the 'innate awareness
of the good' (equally liangzh i) that was developed by Wang
Yangming .3:J�BJ3 and his school. WangJi I� had defined it as the mind's
capacity to differentiate good from evil. It was the judge of one's intentions,
and the guide to correct behaviour. Perhaps 'conscience' may be identified
with the Neo-Confucian 'moral mind' (daoxin m>u). Other scholars,
including Wang Ji, showed that they could reach a noteworthy depth of
enquiry into their own minds, and, well aware of the complexity of human
thought-processes, dug deeply into their own consciences, seeking to
identify the more profound motives that they glimpsed in the ambiguity of
human behaviour, or the ambitions and interests that might conceal
themselves even behind apparent virtues 61 This feeling of pain at their own
weaknesses on the part of these thinkers, the moral tension that they felt, their
renewed scrutiny of their own moral progress, and doubts as to their real
solidity in this respect, show how developed the sense of a moral conscience
was in China even if there was no general and comprehensive word for it,
as there was in the West. The quotations given in the preceding pages time
and again express certain aspects of this faculty, even if no need is felt to have
recourse to a metaphor, and conscience comes to be identified simply with
the ego. In general, then, the conscience is considered to be the function of
the mind, whose reactions pemlit a person to tell good from evil. So Zhu Xi
wrote in his conm1entary on the Mencius: "Shame is the embarrassment that
one feels for one's own misconduct. Loathing is the abhorrence that one feels
for the misconduct of others."62
Another relevant concept that should be mentioned is shen du tJ1ii,
'vigilant solitariness' or 'Vigilance in solitude'. This idea appears in the Daxue
*� (Great learning) and the Zhongyong cP • (Doctrine ofthe mean),63 and
there denotes a method of personal self-cultivation with ethico-religious
implications. In this fom1 of spiritual practice, conscience finds itself alone
and confronting itself, and not in a pOSition to consider itself under the
influence of elements of an external nature, such as the expectations of a
social group, with the exception perhaps of the imagined presence of some
listener of superior moral quality. Huang Zongxi .Ji*e; (1610-95) said of
Liu Zongzhou j'�*mJ ( 1 578-1645) that "he considers as his essential doctrine
Vigilance in solitude. The Confucians all speak of vigilance in solitude, but
only Liu has acquired its truth . . . . Students need only attest the distinctness
of nature-in-itself (xingtifenming t'£ �:frBID, and adhere to it constantly, in
order to practise what is called Vigilance. The effort of vigilance consists only
of [selfJ-mastery. Our consciousness has a master, which is called intention
(yi � ). To be one step removed from the root of intention is illusion, and
therefore not solitude. So the more one is recollected, the more one's
,,
[intention] is also extended. 64 For his part, Zhou Rudeng �&� ( 1 547?1629) stated that self-examination was as necessary as washing the face.

/Greed, desire, anger, envy, fexllishness, and
obsession come and go at random. Some
times they seem to disappear but actually

they are always present. Sometimes I am
carried away by the moment and forget

to

hold them in check; at other times the more
I try to control them, the stronger they grow.
In this way countless evils have been caused
by my b(x.ly, speech, and thought. Thus I
realize that I am just an enfenered ordinary
person, far removed from the Way. How am

I going to fulfill the wise orders of the
Buddha, enlighten the students in their
perplexities, repay the boundless kindness
of my parent\ or rescue sentient beings
from the Sea of Sorrows? Consequently day
and night I am plagued by shame, anxiety,
and fear: I trJvel, dwell, sit, and sleep as if
I were always in thorns and brJmbles.
Therefore how can I dare to drift and idle?
It is hoped that everylxx.ly will believe in my
sincerity, sympathize with me, and point out
my errors. Let us admonish and guide each
other, so that our endeavour may succeed
and the declining world be saved from the
fall. This is the wish I hold most dearly, and
I can never rest until it is fulfilled. I am not
someone who dares to say that having
perceived completely the Way he no longer
depend<; on his te'Jchers and friend<; for
anything."

62 Xiu chiji zhi hushanye; wu zeng ren .<hi
hushan ye �l!i'GZ:;p� �m�AZ::f
�fu), cit. from Zhu Zhenlou, "Shame orien
tation," p. l03.

63
-

The full form is shen qi du ye t.jt:J�fu
'to be watchful over oneself when alone',

See Daxue(Great learning) and Zhongyong
(Doctrine of the mean) as well as the

Liqi
Liji [Book of rites],
Duanju shisan jing jingwen [Punctuated
(Rites and vessels) in

text of the thirteen classics) (Taibei: Kaiming

Shudian, 1 984). Lijiyinde [Index of the book

of rites] (Taibei: Zongqing Tushu, 1 989),
(42/1) 1 25 , (3 1/1) 107: 1 , ( 1 0/17) 48: 1 7.

64

Huang Zongxi,

Mingru xue cm [Records

of Ming scholars) ( 1 693; reprint ed., Taibei:
Shijie Shuju, 1 984), 62: 675 , translated by
Julia Ching in

The records ofMing scholars.
selected translation edited �y Julia Ching
with the collaboration of Chaoying Fang,

A

eel. J. Ching (Honolulu: University of Hawaii
Press, 1 987), p.262.
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Zhou Rudeng,

Dongyue zhengxue lu

[Testimonials to learning in Shaoxing) ( 1 609;
reprint ed., Taihei: Wenhai, 1970), p.3a, cit.
in Handlin,

Late Ming thought, p. 1 95 .

Compare this expression t o the campaign
launched in 1 947 by the cadres of the
Communist Party in the Daihang region,
with Mao Zedong's slogan "Wash your face. "
Yet for Mao the 'mirror' that would de
nounce the 'blemishes' seems more Mencian
than Neo-Confucian since it represented not
their 'innate conscience' but the criticism of

Fanshen . A
documentary �f revolution in a Chinese
Village [Harmondsworth: Penguin Books,

the people. (Cf. William Hinton,

19721, p.2R l . )

66

The different personalities appear from

their writings and confessions, For instance,
the dissatisfied and perfectionist character
of Hu Zhi is clear in his desperate conclu
sions at the end of his life: "In the twenty
years [of my striving] I have suddenly aged
very much and I am ashamed that I have not

,
"How can you face others," he asked, "if you do not wash your face?' 6) Similar
ideas can be found both in prominent and less famous scholars like Chen
Xianzhang �llt� (1428-1500) or Hu Zhi i5l i (1517-85).66
This idea was not, however, entirely new, The well-known story of Yang
Zhen l�a ( 1 -1 24) relates that he rejected the gift of a subordinate official.
When it was pointed out to him that it was dark and nobody need to know,
he replied: "Not know? Heaven knows, Earth knows, you know, and I know
too, How could you say that nobody knows?" Similar concepts are found in
the Taiping jing j;zSjL�, where the 'secluded room' (youshi ��a
synonym of 'dark room' (anshi alif�is the place where the devotee
meditates on the conduct of Heaven, This place recalls the 'quiet room'
(jingshi �� where Daoists prayed and repented their sins against the
'original energy' (yuanqi jC;V, These transgressions were sins in the moral
and religious field, called zhe �, which originally meant 'banishment from
Heaven', hence 'fault',67 'Solitariness' is therefore an inherent part of our
moral self-perfection, and the self becomes a "dynamic moral agent."6H In his
Songguq!a ���7� (Method of accusing oneselfof one's fault<;), Liu Zongzhou
writes:

reached [my goal]"

I place a bowl of water and a lighted incense stick on a small, spotless table.

Franz in "Reflections on the relationship of

table, in the lotus position, holding myself erect and full of reverence. I contro l

(Records ofMing schol
ars, 22: 224, transl. by Marlies Epping-von

self-awareness

In front of this table I arrange a nIsh mat upon which I sit, at sunrise, facing the

[Selhstbewusstsein ] and self

my breathing and adopt a serious attitude, as if there was some maj estic and

portrayal [Selhstdarstellung ] in the Neo
Confucianism ofthe Song and Ming periods,"

Collected Papers of the XXIX congress of
Chinese studies, ed. Tilemann Grimm, Peter

Kuhfus and Gudrun Wacker [Tubingen:
Attempt(J, 19RR1, p.47). Less dramatically,
Chen Xianzhang expressed his effort and
moral tension, writing: "If, then, it is not
possible to criticize [one's own mistakes]

imposing presence there to which I could confess my bad actions without hiding
a single one 69

It was not by chance that the Christian convert Yang Tingyun l� MJ�
( 1 557-1627) emphasized the importance of the daily examination of the
conscience, and established its rules, following Neo-Confucian methods 70
There, too, we should notice a basic difference between the Christian and

together with teachers and friends, [but]
rather one is all alone and cannot call on
reciprocity, [then one should] list [one's
mistakes] in daily records with all the neces
sary conscientiousness"

(Baishazi quanji

[Complete works of Master Baisha (11710)],
1 : 63a, transl. Epping-von Franz, "Reflec
tions," p.46).

67

Cf. Miyakawa Hisayuki, "The concept of

shame and guilt in Chinese traditional
thought, " in

69

Cf. Liu Zongzhou,

p. l l , cit. in Gernet,

Renpu [Spiritual guide1, !York: Columbia University Press, 19R1], p. 1 1n
China and the Christian "Heaven and earth surround us," writes Yuan

impact, p . 1 44; cf. also Wu Pei-yi, " Self-exami

Huang in his gUide to self-perfection, "and the

nation," pp.26-7.

spirits are difficult to deceive. Even if a man

70

Cf. Gernet,

Christian impact, p, 143; see

also Standaert's recent study on Yang Tingyun,

Yang Ting)'un, ConfUCian and Christian in
late Ming China. His life and thought (Leiden:
E, J. Brill, 1 9RR), pp,61-2,

SympoSium �f International 1
7 This does not mean negation of a divinity,
Congress ofPhilosophy (Furen Catholic Uni

verSity. 1 97R), pp. 2R6-7.

68 Tu Wei-ming, "Subjectivity in Liu Tsung
chou's philosophical anthropology," in

In
dividualism and Holism: Studies in
Con:fucian and Taoist values, ed. Donald

Munro (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 19R,)), pp,228, 3 l .

for example, where a divinity is considered as
a judge, See Wu Pei-yi, "Self-examination,"
pp.29--34. Furthermore, the presence of god�
and spirits is believed in especially in popular
strdta, and their existence is emphasized by
monks in order to frighten people and make
them do good and avoid evil (cf. YO ChOn
fang,

The renewal of Buddhism in China:
Chu-hung and the late Ming s)'nthesis [New

transgresses in secret, heaven, earth and the
spirits can see his actions as if they were
reflected in a mirror. . . . Even though he covers
his actions with the greatest secrecy, and
disguises them very cleverly, his innermost

feelings will ultimately he revealed" (d, Yuan
Huang,

Gaiguo [Correcting fault,] , quoted in

Brokaw, "YOan Huang," p.l78),

72

Cf. Zhu Zhenlou, "Shame orientation,"

pp.108--1 5 , and Du Weiming, ed"

Dangdai
yanjiu yu quxiang [Contemporary studies and
tendencies] (Taibei: Shibao Wenhua, 19RR),
pp.403-4; cf. also Liang Shuming,

Zhongguo
wenhua yaoyi [Essentials of Chinese culture]

(Hong Kong: XianggangJicheng Tushu Gongsi,
1964), p.90.
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the Chinese (especially the Confucian) moralities. While Christian ethics is
centred on God and the Supernatural, the Chinese orientation is fundamentally
humanistic, in the sense that the models are human beings and those with
respect to whom one acts, or is answerable, are always human, whether
individuals or social groups. Thus, even in the case of shendu what is taken
into account is not an external sacred entity, but other people and their
interrelations. 71 In such a context we can accept the definition ofthe attitude
adopted as 'dependent', provided that we follow Liang Shuming's gloss that
this 'dependency' does not imply any passive attitude, but a deep social sense
of morality 72 The only concept that transcends man is that of the universe
and its inner order, which may be either rational or religious and mystical.
This order was not, however, considered as detached from humanity, or
superior to it. It included human beings, as its highest expression.
A<; may be seen from the diary of Wu Yubi, a work from which there
emanates an intense spirituality, the examination of one's conscience had
become an irreplaceable instrument in the spilitual journey pursued by many
Chinese, especially during the Ming period.73 Although some basic work has
been accomplished on the subject of the 'books on morality', the topic
deserves greater attention for the understanding of the intellectual history of
late-imperial China 74
Hai Rui �lffii ( 1 5 1 3-87) had the custom of examining his spirit (shen fIll)
as if it were before a court of law, and Li Yong *1llIi ( 1627-1705) showed
that he followed the same practice in one of his works in which, after a close
critical examination of himself, he invited his disciples to examine themselves
everyday, in a meditative posture, and calling upon Heaven to be their
witness 7) Zhuhong, another proponent of such practices and books, wrote
in his shanshu entitled Zizhi lu § �� (A record of self-knowledge): "The
inU110rtal said that everyone should keep a notebook by the side of his or
her bed. When they are about to go to sleep, they are to write down both
the merits and the demerits that they have acquired during the day. As the
days accumulate into months, and the months to years, they will be able
either to cancel out demerits by merits, or vice versa. By looking at the tally
of merits and demerits they will know by themselves whether they can
,,
expect bleSSing or punishment. 76 Huang Wan �m ( 1480-- 1 554) and Lin
Chun ffff (1 498--1541) suggested marking merits in red, and demerits in
black.77 Wang Ji in his Zisong § �� (Accusation against myselO blamed
himself his behaviour in an analysis that went deeply into the complexity of
73

Inot find rest anymore. In the winter of the
last and the spring of this year, I devoted
considerable energy to my efforts [at improve
ment], but I perceived it in daily affairs as yet
more and more difficult. Thus, f(xll that I am.
I was afraid that I could not dare to hope for
the sage and the worthy in myself after all,
and that it was inevitable that I would have
to step back [into the r,mks] of the small
people. Since the fifth or sixth month now I
have had the feeling that my chardcter is
slowly improving." Cf. Wu Yubi, RljdSpiri
tual diary], in Kangzhaiji [Collected works
of Wu Yubi ( 1 526)1, 1 1 : 3b, 4a-b, 6a, 1 1 a ,
IHb, 2 5 a ( Sii?u quanshu [The complete col
lection of the Four Treasures ( 1 733)]' 1 2 5 1 :
567-71 , 575, 57H), transl. Epping-von Franz
with small changes, "Reflections," pp.45-6.

74

Among the most important essays on the
subject, see Sakai Tadao, Chllguku zenshu
nu kenky/.I [A study on the 'mordlity Ixxlks']
(Tokyo: K{lbund(), 1960); Sakai Tadao, "Con
fucianism and fXlpular education works," in

/ndilJidua/ism and humanitarianism in /ate
Ming thuught, ed. Th. De Bary (New York &
London: Columbia University Press, 1970),
pp.331-66; Tu Wei-ming, "Yen Yuan: from
inner experience to lived concreteness," in
The unfulding ufNeu-Cunfucianism, ed. Th.
De Bary ( New York: Columbia University
Press, 1975), pp. 51 1-4 1 ; Wu Pei-yi, "Self
examination," pp5-3H; Irene Bkxlm, " On
the 'abstraction' of Ming thought: some
concrete evidence from the philosophy of
Lo Ch'in-shun," in PrinCiple and practical
ity. Fssays in Neu-Cun(i.lcianism and practi
cal learning, ed. Th. De Bary and Irene
Bkxln1 ( New York: Columbia University
Press, 1979), pp.69-123; Yli Chlin-fang, Re
newal ul Buddhism, pp.90-IOO; Handlin,
Late Ming thuught, pp,1 29-2 1 2 , passim;
Hellmut Wilhelm, "The background ofTseng
Kuo-fan's ideology," Asiatische Studien, 3.34 ( 1949): 90-100.

7'> Cf. Wu Pei-yi, The Cunfucian 5 progress.

Autuhiugraphical writings in traditiunal
China (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1990), p.231.

In his Rilu [Spiritual diary] , Wu Yubi wrote:

/What should I strive for, then? I should only

" While I lay ill in bed one night, I thought of
domestic affairs and inevitably there were
things to reflect on. And to the extent that my
thoughts got more and more confused, my

strive to increase my virtue. Through it, the
mind becomes quiet and the vital energy
becomes clear. My constitution and character
tend onesidedly to the hard, stubborn. . . . For

m(xxl and energy, t(Xl, lost their clarity. But if
I really think about it, virtue alone one can
ana in through one's striving. Besides [virtue]
there is nothing that one could know for sure.

fifteen or sixteen years I have been wild and
impetuous and have not restricted myself in
any way. But as soon as my conscience stirred,
I became very angry [about myself] and did

76 Translation by Yli Chlin-fang, Renewal ul
Buddhism, pp.233-59.
77 Cf, Hou Wailu, Zbung,guu six-iang tungsbi
[General history of Chinese thought], 5 vols
(Beijing: Renmin Chubanshe, 1960), 4b:
930, and Wu Pei-yi, "Self-examination," p.3H.
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Cf.

WangLonmiqllanji [Complete works

ofWangJil ( 1 882; reprint ed., Taibei: Huawen
Shuju, 1 970), 1 5 : 1 7a-b, cit. in Wu Pei-yi,
"Self-examination," pp. 1 7-18.
79

Cf.

Yangyuan xiansheng qllanji [Com

plete works of Mr Zhang Llixiang] (Nanjing:
Jiangsu Shuju, 1872), 20: 28a-30b, cit. in Wu
Pei-yi, "Self-examination," p . 2 1 .

80

Cf. Meng Huali, Meng Yunpu xiansheng
ji [Collected works of Meng Hualil (late
sixteenth-century ed.), 6: 19a-b, cit. in Wu
Pei-yi, "Self-examination," p.23.

81

Cf. Handlin,

Late Ming thought, pp.l S&-

90.

82 A similar type of intimate diary, rdre in
traditional China, was written by Luo Rufang

B�7f who,

however, burned it before his

death. See Handlin, LateMing thought, p.l91.

R3 Huang Zongxi condemned all types of
moral registers, and also Liu Zongzhou's
ideas them�elves. See Huang Zungxi quanji
[Complete works of Huang Zongxil (Hang
zhou: Zhejiang Guji, 1985), 1 : 255.

human motives.78 In his Zize § j!f (Self-reproach) Zhang Luxiang 5&J!j,ff
(161 1-74) annotated his reflexions on his self-examination, and in a
subsequent treatise contrasted several pairs of mutually opposite tem1S all
haVing the prefix 'self 79 Among the ascetic and quasi-monastic rules that
Meng Huali �{tH ( 1 545-97) reconU11ended to the students in his school
was the following: "After breakfast you should report for the purpose of
discussing how you have spent the night . " , Did you have dreams? . . . Did
your period of keeping vigil cause you any shocks? " . You should examine
all these points one by one, and present them for discussion. You must not
indulge in self-deception, At night . , . you should calm your mind, and take
up quiet-sitting for half-an-hour, or an hour. You should then examine in
detail all that you have done during the day, whether good or bad. If there
are errors you should repent deeply, and make a resolution never to commit
them again,SO
Lu Kun g t$ ( 1 536-1618) was one of several scholars who elaborated his
own system of self-examination, as may be seen in his Xinxin ji �'f}*2
(Record of self-scrutiny) and his Shenyin yu O$��g (Groaning words), LLi
Kun laid down instructions for keeping a list of every thought, word, and
action, day by day, For this purpose he drew up a chart consisting of several
columns, one for each kind of mistake, instead of the three traditional
categories (mental, verbal, and physical). The fault<; of each day had to be
checked off under the appropriate column, and at the end of every month
one should concentrate on correcting the most frequent mistakes B 1 Groaning
Words is an exceptional document that records his "innemlOst thoughts,
self-doubts, and emotional struggles. "82
The examination of the conscience, in various fonns and following
various practices, became very conU110n towards the end of the Ming
dynasty, as much among intellectuals as among the people at large, It could
be done either individually or collectively. In the second case, it took the fom1
of a public confession, made before either a vast audience, a small group or
a single person, It could moreover be linked to beliefs in the gods and spirits,
or constitute no more than a simple fom1 of self-cultivation,
There were defects in such practices, however, especially the excessive
reliance on the calculation of merits and demerits. Worse still, they could be
used to justify the misconduct.S3 As some contemporaries lamented, they
could become an immoral 'monetarization of morality'. Moral perlection
could be understood as a simple means to obtain material benefits, through
a mechanistic interpretation of the concept of retribution.
A classic example of this pragmatic utilitarian approach is the work of
Yuan Huang. In one of many Significant passages, he quotes a conver-sation
that he had with the monk Yungu:
, . . He asked: "Do you think that you deserve to pass the examination' Or that
you deserve to have a son'" 1 reflected for a while and replied, "I do not deserve
either. The sort of man who passes the examinations possesses signs
of good fortune.

My good fortune

(xiang ;f§)

is slight; moreover 1 have not been able to
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build up merit or accumulate good deeds to increase my g(xxl fortune. And 1

R4

Cf.

Yuan

H uang,

Lim ing pian

have no patience with troublesome affairs, and am not tolerant of other people.

[Detennining your own fate ( 1607)], pp.3h---

At times 1 use my abilities and intelligence to override others. Or 1 believe things

5a, transl. Brokaw, "Yuan Huang," pp. 164,

too easily, and speak carelessly. All these charJcteristics a re signs of my lack of
g(xx1 fortune-how could it be right for me to pass the examinations' . . . 1 am
easily angered-that is the second reason 1 shouldn't have a son . . . . 1 am always
concerned about my reputation, and cannot put aside my own interests to help
others-this is the third reason 1 shouldn't have a son. 1 talk t(X) much, and
thereby dissipate my material force-this is the foutth reason I shouldn't have
a son. 1 like to drink, and so wear down my mental energy-this is the fifth
reason 1 shouldn't have a son. 1 like to sit up all night, and do not know how
to preserve my inborn virtue and nurture my spirit-this is the sixth reason 1
shouldn't have a son . . . . Then 1 confessed all my past sins before the Buddha.

1 wrote a petition, seeking first to pass the examination for the juren degree,
and pledged to perform three thousand good deeds to repay the g(xx1ness of
heaven and my ancestors if this petition were granted.

"R4

Yang Dongming 1�B'�BJ'j ( 1 548-1624), a follower of the school of Wang
Yangming, and Feng Congwu <:I&1tt� (1556-1627), were critical of the
method of correcting faults. In his Shanli tu �Hljl&il (Chart of goodness and
profit), Feng recognized the value of daily self-examination, but drew a
contrast between goodness and the seeking of profit.H5 Liu Zongzhou also
severely criticized bookkeeping of this sort, and although he himself wrote
books of this genre (e.g., his Renpu A.� [Spiritual gUideD, maintained a
strict moral attitude. He stated in this work that good actions should be
perfom1ed for their own sake, and not in order to get 'indulgences' and cancel
demerits. Self-scrutiny was given the fonn of a judicial trial in which the self
played the role of both accuser and defendant. A'i in the practices of the
Stoics, the self became speculator sui censorque.1:l6 In the passage that
follows, the process of accusation assumes, in it'i moral tension, the same
dramatic quality as a legal trial, whose various phases it imitates:
1 proceed to accuse myself, saying: "You certainly have the appearance of a
human being. But once you have stumbled, you act like a beast. Degradation
after degradation, you never stop. " 1 reply, "Yes' Yes'" 1 then imagine that the
above accusations are repeated by ten voices, while ten eyes and ten fingers
are staring and pointing at me. 1 again reply, "Yes! Yes!" At this moment my heart
throbs. Bitter sweat begins to flow, my face flushes, as if my b(xly were being
tottured in a court of law. Thereupon 1 leap up and shout, "I am guilty'" 1 then
accuse myself further: "You are making an insincere confession'" To that 1 reply,
,,
"No' No, H7

Another criticism against the use ofledgers, and one that was by no means
groundless, focused on the undue emphaSiS placed on evil and wrong doing.
Meng Qiu �fX (1 525-89) argued that One should concentrate on achieVing
goodness rather than on correcting one's fault'i.&l It was, however, preCisely
in order to distinguish their self-cultivation from the utilitarian practice of
accumulating merits in order thereby to earn advantages that a number of
Confucian literati only recorded their faults in their diaries. These diaries did

166.

BS

Cf. Feng Congwu ,

SbauxlI ji iCollected

works of Feng Congwul (Taibei: Shangwu,
1974), H: 4a-Ba; see Handlin,

Late Ming

tbuugbt, pp. 1 9H-202.

86

"The observer and judge of itself,"

B7 Liu Zongzhou,
in Wu Pei-yi,
RB

Spiritual guide, p. l l , cit.
Cunfucian s progress, p.224.

Cf. Handlin,

Late Ming tbullgbt, p . l 96.
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Wu Pei-yi presents a b'dckground of Daoist

;tnd Buddhist influences on the prdctice of
the confession of sins ( Cunfucian 'sprogress,
pp.209-1 ).)
YO

Ibid, pp.229-34.

Yl Cf. Sakai Tadao, Muralil)! hooks, pp.34S
')7; idem, "Confucianism," pp.342-5. Fonhe
relation with s(xial evolution see Brokaw,

Ledgers.
n

Cf. Sakai Tadao, "Confucianism," p .346.

Y3

Cf. YO ChOn-fang,

p. 1 1 3.

Renewal ufBuddhism,

not mention merits in order to make it clear that their authors did not cherish
any hope of material or spiritual reward.
It has already heen noted ahove that practices such as these grew stronger
during the Ming dynasty, as compared to previous periods,HY and underwent
major changes that reflected, on the one side, transforn1ed social and
economic conditions, and, on the other, the evolution of ideas. Self
examination and the process of self-perfection were, to a greater or lesser
degree, connected with religiOUS practices and feelings, and with the idea of
retrihution. Sometimes in these cases the sense of gUilt overcame that of
shame insofar as the humiliation of the confession was suhlimated in the
expiation of the offence.9<l One of the principles on which the examination
of conscience was grounded, and this was even more the case as regards the
hooks on morality, was that virtue was rewarded and vice punished. Now,
as we have seen, during the Ming dynasty the concept of moral retrihution
hecome uncoupled to an ever greater degree from divine favours, moving
in the direction of ahstraction and internalization. Belief in an impersonal and
automatic law made people psychologically more the masters of their own
destinies, leaving little space for the choices to he made by divinities.
Irrespective of whether Daoist and Buddhist belief,; and techniques were
maintained or suppressed, the role of the individual was thereby reinforced.
Everyone was considered capable of achieving sagehood, a capacity that was
innate in each person. Thus everyone could control his or her own destiny
through his or her moral progress; and notwithstanding their mechanical
usage, the new registers of merits and demerits presupposed on the part of
the individual a heliefthat his or her hehaviour mattered, and a detern1ination
to carve out his or her own fate 9 1 Neo-Confucians of Song times had affim1ed
the possihility of anyone becoming a sage, hut, as compared with the weight
given to this assumption, the preoccupation with political and social aspects,
prompted hy the purpose of justifying social stratification, and based on the
conception of the different grades of the purity of the 'energy' (qi fjJ with
which each person was imbued, were more prevalent in this era. Both the
voluntarist doctrines of the school of Wang Yangming, and the organizations
promoting Daoist or Buddhist propaganda, as well as networks of lay
persons, contributed to the new attitude. The method of personal self
cultivation developed at the same time, based more on experience than on
either acquired learning or on the study of the conm1entaries to the classics.
Study-groups also aided the exchange of opinions and experiences.
During the Ming dynasty, the doctrines of Wang Yangming emphasized
those aspects in which human beings were equal as regards their moral
wOlth. They helped to spread a voluntarist orientation that was opposed to
fatalism. Concern with secular life was stronger at this time than that with
religiOUS salvation 92 If fllIther appears that the secularization of the
processes of self-cultivation advanced at the same rhythm as the internaliza
tion of morality, and the plaCing of Significance on intentionsY3 This does not
mean that religiOUS beliefs and practices were abandoned. This was indeed
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a matter of regret to a literatus of the Qing dynasty, who wrote in the 94 Cf. Bl!(eiqian kongde Ii [Meritorious
deed� at no cost] ( 1 742). p.49a, cit. in Sakai
introduction to a book on morality, in a rationalist mode of analysis, that:
Tadao, "Confucianism," p.349.
"People look for happiness in the other world, and neglect the life in this one.
9S The tenn tiren a��, 'personal under
They believe that it is meritorious to heap praises on the Buddha, to spend
standing', was often used. See, for example,
their cash on Buddhist ceremonies, or meet the huge expenses of Daoist Lu Kun and Xue Xuan 0 3H9-1464) quoted
in H a n d l i n , Late Ming thought, pp.
services. They do not realize that even a single coin expended on these
192-4.
religious services is squandered."94 In spite of the trend towards cultural
96
Cf Yu Chun-fang, Renewal ufBuddhism
homogenization, the distance between the critical, rationalist spirit of the
in China, pp. 1 1 2-18.
Great Tradition and the beliefs of the mass of the people still remained great.
97 The change of perspective is evident in
Another change connected with the practices of self-cultivation affected
Zou Yuanbiao's ( 1 551-1624) comment� to
the way in which errors were corrected, becoming more personal and
Groaning words by Lli Kun: "I began to
believe that the Six Classics were all commen
subjective. Apart from the 'ideal' method, which was based on learning
acquired through study, and making notes on the Confucian classics and taries on the self' (quoted in Handlin, Late
Ming thuught, p.192).
their commentaries, another of a 'factual' type developed, as has been shown
98 Cf. Brokaw, "Yuan Huang," pp.Ull-2.
by Handlin. This latter consisted in the correction of one's defect,; (gaiguo
ili[j(!), and in the accumulation of merits with the help of the usual registers
and diaries. Its starting-point, however, was not the teaching of one or
another master, but particular experiences, actual events, and one's personal
interpretation of them 95 Intentions became increasingly seen as important,
and the shanshu insist ever more strongly on the distinction between overt
behaviour and hidden motivation.96 External norn1S were progressively
overshadowed by personal criteria.97 The authority of the written texts came
to be undem1ined hy individual evaluation, and by the exchanges of
impressions, opinions, and experiences whose frequency had been in
creased by the fom1ation of study-groups (huiyue ��'9).
The impact of intention and motivation is clear from the way in which
the evaluation of good and evil actions in the books of morality differentiated
them in accordance with the spirit in which they had been perfom1ed. One
and the same act could give rise to different consequences, either positive
or negative, depending upon the attitude of mind that accompanied it. This
may be deduced from the fol lowing episode:
Once a woman went to a temple. She wanted to make a donation, but, being
p<x)r, had only two cash. These she gave to the temple anyway. The head monk
then heard her confession himself. Later she entered the imperial palace, and
there gained wealth and high status. She came back with several thousand
pieces of gold, all of which she donated to the same temple. The head monk
however directed another monk to handle the transference of merit from the
deed.
"Before ," said the woman, "when I contributed two cash, you heard my
confession yourself. Now that I have contributed several thousand pieces of
gold, you are not transferring the merit yourself. Why is that'''
"Previously," replied the monk, "your material goods were few, but you
gave them with a true mind. If I had not heard your confession myself, your
goodness would not have received an adequate recompense. Tcx!ay, though
your material goods are plentiful, your mind is not as devoted as it was in giving
them. It suffices for me to appoint someone else to hear your confession. "98
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See the examples reported by Eberhard

(Guilt and sin) concerning suicides.
G. D. Musso, La Cina e i Cinesi: loro /eggi
e costu mi [China and the Chinese: their laws

](X)

and custom�} (Milano: Hoepli, 1926), pp.3012.
I O! See ]. Gernet, "A propos de la notion de
responsabilite dans l'ancien droit chinois··
[On the concept of responsibility in Chinese
law of former times], in 11

dirillo in Cina

[Law in China], ed. L. Lanciotti (Firenze:
Olschki, 1978), pp.1 27-36. A. Smith, Chinese

characteristics, pp. 22R-9, wrote at the end
of the last century that "This responsibility is
based upon the theory that virtue and vice
are contagious. Good neighbours will make
g(xx.i neighbours, and bad neighbours will
make others like them . . . . Their gross
dereliction of duty is in not exerting a g(x)d
moral and reformatory influence over the
criminal."

102

Smith,

Chinese characteristics, p.6'5. Also
Notes and commentaries on
Chinese criminal law and cognate topics
with special relation to nlling cases (London:

E. Alabaster,

Luzac & Co., 1 899), p.361.

103

V. W. Ng, "Ideology and sexuality: rape

laws in Qing China,'· Journal (ifAsian Stud
ies 4 2 . l ( 1987): 60.

104

Cf. Mark Elvin, "Female virtue and the

state in China," Past and Present 104 (1984):
1 1 1-'52.

10';

This work (examined by Van Gulik,

Sexual life in ancient China. A preliminary
surve)! (if Chinese sex and societvfrom cu.
1 500HCliIl 1644 AIJ [Leiden: E . ] . Brill, 1 96 1 ;

repr. 1974], pp.246-7), attributed to Lli Yan
[ninth century], but probably composed in
the Yuan period and edited by the Ming
poet Tao Wangling is collected in

Daozang

jivao [Essentials of the Daoist canon} (Taibei:
Xinwenfeng Chuban Gongsi, 1977), 3: 1031 139. It consists of negative and posi-tive
exemplifications of the following ten moral
command�:

I . Do not kill (pp. 10311-16)

2. Do not steal (pp. 10316-20)
3. Do not formicate (pp. l0320--3)
4. Do not offend (pp.l0323-S)
5. Do not cause disagreements
(pp.10325--il)
6. Do not disrespect you neighbour
(pp.1032R-30)

In texts such as this one, rewards and punishments are anticipated not
only for actions that have been fully realized, but even�n occasion-solely
for entertaining their possibility. In Tao Wangling's �ft'tj� ( 1562- ? ) table
of merits and demerits, for example, it is possible to find the same crime
evaluated differently according to the accompanying intention.
Changes such as these in the direction of a greater internalization of the
sense of guilt did not, however, follow the course taken by the West in the
wake of the Christian tradition. The process of 'personalization' kept as ever
to the tracks of Confucian morality, while retaining some Legalist residues. '
Under the rubric of offences that are condemned in and of themselves,
independently of motivations and intentions, are certain cases in which the
person responsible acted against his or her will, or at all events without the
intention of so doing. Such is the case of a 'crime' conmlltted by a person
who is mentally deranged, but whose infim1ity could be considered a
punishment for sins committed during a previous existence, rather than as
,
a mitigating factor?·) Eberhard also examines certain 'involuntary sins, in
which the 'automatic' responsibility of a person for his or her behaviour can
in no way be attributed to his or her will-acts that recall so-called 'material
sins'-and that are linked to an 'objective' responsibility of a Legalist variety.
There are certain cases in the domain of penal law, moreover, whose
Significance goes beyond the legal system and the 'objective' conception of
what is right, and which lead one to reflect on certain idiosyncrasies of
Chinese ways of thought. It is essential, first and foremost, to keep in mind
the idea of 'responsibility by implication', in the sense given to this tem1 by
Musso, namely the expansion of collective responsibility, for certain crimes,
to all the members of the family grou p to whom the offender belongs, or even
to his neighbours. 1 00 We are dealing here, as Gernet has shown, with two
different types of penal responsibility: the first is grounded on the 'objective'
responsibility of the members of a small community when the crime
committed is one of those considered to be of an extremely serious nature,
while the second is of a 'subjective' type, strictly speaking responsibility by
implication, and inspired by Confucian morality to function more in a
preventative than in a post hoc repressive fashion. I O! The 'predominance' of
social effects on morality is illustrated by deviant female sexual behaviour.
The woman was frequently assigned the detennination of the status of such
an offence, and of its social effects, regardless of her will or intentions in the
matter. A paradoxical, but at the same time instructive, example is that of the
judge, confronted with a case of rape, who reduced the punishment of the
rapist from strangling to exile once he had established that, prior to being
raped, the victim had had illicit relations with another man, and hence had
lost her sense of shame 102 In another case of rape, a band of rogues who
had violated a woman, even while acknowledging their responsibility for this
act of violence, rejected any guilt for destroying her reputation on the
grounds that she had remarried after the death of her first husband. 103 The
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rationale behind these arguments and verdicts was that a woman could not lOS 7. Do not speak thoughtlessly
(pp. 1 0330-3)
lose her virtue (or, in other words, her good name) if she had already been
8. Do not be corrupt or greedy (for
deprived of it previously.
honours, riches, power, comforts,
It is plain that we are face to face here with two different motives that
etc., pp. 1 0333-S)
9. Do not get angry (pp. 1 033S-7)
combined to induce the Chinese to ignore the part played by subjective intent
10. Do not be agitated or obsessed
of a specific nature. This was either because rape carried a significance of
(pp. 1 0338-9).
especial social relevance, or because it was desired to give it a particular
moral meaning of its own. It was the objective aspect
that dominated, in conjunction with the fact that the Figure 4
nom1S had been violated and society, or a certain
Li, widow of Wang Ning, cuts ojf her hand with an axe
social group, thereby damaged. Furthem10re, it was to preserve her purity when an innkeeper throws her out
held to be the case that the offender had often at night by seizing her arm. The local prefect later had the
actualized an 'immoral' attitude that had in some wise culprit flogged. From a thirteenth-century story.
made possible, or facilitated, the crime. It thus became (Source : Guifan [lixemplars of those in women s apartments],
compiled by Lii Kun [1590; second edition, Huizhou, c. 1613;
of secondary importance that this crime had been
photolithographic reprint, 1927J, 3: 26a)
really actualized in fact, since a mere simple word or
slander might have produced the identical effect, or
that the act might have been voluntary or involuntary.
Not only a woman's violation of sexuual propriety but
the damage that she had thereby inflicted on herself
were both felt to be not so much a crime that derived
from her responsibility (in the Western sense of that
word) as a loss of moral worth which, from any point
of view, weighed on her and on her family, and the
supreme redemption from which was the sacrifice of
her own life. In such cases, only suicide could exempt
the woman from 'social' condemnation,104 demon
strating her innocence and exalting her honourable
character. Having lost her face, she could only regain
her good name through an act of heroism, or escape
from the otherwise insoluble dilemma in which she
found herself.
If we look at the section on lust in the Shijie gong
guoge +�:w�m (Register of merits and demerits
according to the ten precepts), lOS it appears that the
gravity of the transgression depended first of all on the
role of the woman, and in second place upon her
consent. Thus the sin committed against a free woman
was evaluated as double that perpetrated against a
woman of servile condition, while the will of a
prostitute was hardly taken into account. Last of all, it
was considered an offense-with appropriate differ
entiations made between nuns, widows, virgins, mar
ried women, and prostitutes--even to boast of having
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106 Cf. Helmut Martin, ed., Ii Yu quanji

had an illicit relationship with a woman, even if this was untrue. Li Yu
provides another significant example in this respect:

[Complete works of Li Yu] (Taibei: Cheng
wen, 1970), 15: 6199-201 ; free translation by
Nathan Mao,

During the Ming dynasty, there was a virtuous widow who lost her husband

Ii Yii 's twelve towers. Retold by
NatbanMao(Hong Kong: Chinese University

before she was twenty years old. She had been faithful to him while he lived,

of Hong Kong, 1975), pp.63-4.

and during the next twenty years she successfully resisted her clansmen's efforts

1 07 Cf. the criminal reports

JflJf41i!:*)

(xingke tiben

of the first year of Qianlong

( 1736), baa 1 17 , cit. in Paola Pademi, "Le
rachat de J'honneur perdu. Le suicide des
femmes dans la Chine du XVIII siede" [The

to persuade her to remarry, Her loyal heart was as fim1 as iron and her reputation
irreproachable. And then one night the widow was raped in her bed. Half-asleep
she first thought her husband was returning to her, but quickly discovered her
error and found a stranger on top of her. Realizing the irreparable damage done,

recovery of lost honour. Women's suicide in

she cried and screamed, demanding to know from the stranger how she

eighteenth-century China], r:tudes Chinoises

happened to be chosen to be raped. The stranger, confident that nothing drastic

10, 1-2 ( 1991 ) : 149.

would happen to him since he had already had her, admitted that the widow's

108 I am grateful to Mark Elvin for inform

maid had hel ped him to her bed, Why did the maid do such a thing? She decided

ation on the case reported in his essay

to involve her mistress in the illicit relationship she was having with this man

"Female virtue," n.I77,

in order to eliminate the possibility that the mistress might otherwise discover
the affair and expose the maid. The widow's virtuous reputation of more than
twenty years standing was thus ruined in an instant by the maid's seemingly
clever strateh')'. How could she ever face others, or even herself� She summoned
the maid and in revenge bit her severely several times and then committed
suicide.106

The sense of shame for a woman, however, and the social and personal
implications thereof, did not derive exclusively fonn rape, The mere fact of
having been the target of vexatious conm1ents, insinuations, or improper
propositions, could involve her in equally serious difficulties, which might
end with her 'immolation'. We do not encounter phYSical violence in many
cases of female suicide, or 'publiCity' for the offence provoking it. Some legal
sources report women who insisted on their detennination to die because,
their honour compromised, they were no longer worthy to live in society,
even in defiance of the objections of their parents who acknowledged their
complete innocence, 107
When we look over the above-mentioned cases, responsibility appears
a very broad concept in Chinese thought. In every case where the presence
of will may be assumed, there is no doubt about the moral responsibility for
an offence, Next, in certain cases, the consequences of an act are in and of
themselves ascribable in a legal or moral sense to the actor even if he or she
lacks intention, or the capacity to will or to purpose them is limited, or, if it
is a question of an offence perpetrated by others, when the effects of the
wrongdOing on the fabric of society are especially serious. In the later Qing,
however, it would appear that there was a tendency to attribute ever greater
value to intention in some of these cases as well, for instance those relating
to female sexual proprietyY 18
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3.

Responsibility

109 Completeworksl?fMasterZhW1M LiixianM,

All men are born of Heaven in an identical way. Yet they differ in
intelligence and character. Who causes this' Each man himself. . . . Everything
depends on the conduct of each individual. When his will to self-acting is
strong, he is capable of mastering himself. This will lead to him loving
himself. When his heart is firm in its self-love, he will be capable of directing
himself. He will then know what it is that he should gain, and what he
should lose. He will know what he should make, and what he should
forego. He will know how to deCide, and how to choose.

-ZhanR L1l.xiang 5lHi1$ lO9
The Story of the Stone explains that the continual confrontation and
interaction of good and bad energy not only influence the future and the
career of a person but also his or her unchanging character. Whether
someone becomes a prime minister or a bandit depends on the success, or
lack of success of the energy of a correct character. From that with which we
are initially endowed it follows whether we are born as virtuous persons
(daren 1:: 1=) like Yao, Shun, the Duke of Zhou, Confucius, Mencius, Dong
Zhongshu, and Han Yu, or as criminals (da 'e 1:: f€§ ) like the rebel Chi Yu,
the last rulers of the Xia and the Shang dynasties, the First Emperor of Qin,
the 'usurper' Wang Mang, or An Lushan. Those who are born to a destiny
that is definitively good or bad (yingyun I!! JI, yingjie J!! tJJ ), possess a
character that may be traced back to what they have received from Heaven.
All others, who have not been endowed at the outset with such a quantity
of positive or of negative influence, are nearly identical in their norn1ality or
intern1ediate character. Exceptions to this are those whose fundamental
endowment is of positive energy (because they have been born in a period
during which this is dominant) but who are at the same time influenced by
the negative, and in consequence of this, even while differentiated from the
ordinary run of persons, are never able to become sages or worthies. They
are nonconforn1ists possessed of their own originality, like the heroes of
romance, and artists and actors, who are in certain respects superior and in
others inferior to ordinary people l lo This passage, while providing numer
ous details, only presents a problem as regards whether or not, in view of
the preponderant effect of external influences, a person is left with a sphere
of moral self-detem1ination, and, if the answer is 'yes', how large it is. There
are, furthem10re, the problems inherent in the idea of 'inherited' retribution,
whether this links the members of a family, both ascendants and descen
dants, or different lives of a Single person, in the sequence of kam1ic cycles.
The tem1 yinyuan f�UI as used in Daoism does not necessarily mean only
'destiny', or 'kam1ic retribution', but may also indicate the merits that the
individual has acquired. The responsibility of a person is not diminished
when emphaSiS is placed on 'familial co-responsibility', for all that it is shared
with that of his forebears. The salvation of all is conjOined in the mutual

vol. 20, pp.29a-30a, tfJnsl. Wu Pei-yi, "Self
examination, " pp.21-2; idem, Confucian 's

prowess, p.222.

1 10 Cao Xueqin and Gao E, HonM!oumeng
[The dream of the young ladies' apartment�]
in

T7Je story ofthe stone, vol. 2, p.20. See the

similar ideas expressed by Wang Fuzhi

.:f.5fi::L in his Du Ton[!,jian tun [Discussion
of the "Comprehensive mirror to assist
government"] (late seventeenth century),
reprint ed. in 3 vols (Beijing: Zhonghua
Shuju, 1975), vol.7. and in his

Zhangzi
zhenMmeng zhu [Commenb to Zhang Zai's
"Correction of youthful folly"] (late seven

teeIllh ceIllury), repriIll ed. ( Beijing: Zhong
hua Shuju, 1 975) . See also Xiao Hanming,

Cintanshan yixue yanjiu [Researches on
YijinM by Wang Fuzhil

the study of the

(Beijing: Huaxia, 1 9H7). p.132.
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interplay of merits and demerits, even if in the final analysis the ultimate
power pertains to the individual who is the last in the line, insofar as his or
her destiny depends on him himself or her herself, and not upon Heaven. 1 1 1
If, then, given the prevailing conception of retribution, human responsibility
is implicitly acknowledged, and seen as giving rise to consequences of
human conduct that are inevitable, what is the relationship between the
conditioning effected by cosmic energy (qi)and the human will? If a person's
character is detem1ined by kam1a from the moment of his or her birth, or by
the interaction of two opposed but complementary energies, and, further,
if his or her behaviour is influenced by circumstances and circumambient
conditions, and by the forces of Heaven and Earth, what is there left for his
or her free will to decide? To what extent can one think of oneself as
responsible for one's own actions if one has to take into account one's
original destiny (henming *� or henshu *lV and the consequences of
the past (su ming m�) ? 1 1 2
The problem of 'predestination' leads us to the debated tapas of destiny
and retribution. l 1 3 which has been discussed in China even before the
Buddhism spread the concept of karma. 1 1 4 In the case of the suffering or
premature death of the innocent, how does the principle of retribution and
responsibility work? If contemporary calamities stem from mistakes conU11it
ted by men in the past and if everyone's transgressions may be detrimental
to everyone else, it means that individual responsibility is confim1ed even if
the unavoidable consequences follow criteria which transcend the span of
human life. 1 1 ')
The question as to whether the mechanical interaction between positive
and negative energy in their impact on man might influence not only the
latter's existence but also his moral qualities and choices recalls the famous
debate between Plalonists and Stoics on the aparia fate/responsibility. The
early Ming thinker Liu Ji ,�£ 031 1-75) returns to the Confucian distinction
between the sphere of ethics and that of destiny: the fonner depends on man,
the latter does not. Liu Ji's conclusions that Heaven is not responsible for the
evil in the world seems to solve the ancient question of the relation between
the responsibility/irresponsibility of man and the responsibility!irresponsibility
of the Universal Order in tem1S analogous to the Western paradox according
to which, in order to save the innocence of God, his omnipotence has to be
denied 1 1 6 "Good and evil depend upon man, but good and bad fortune
depend upon chance. When abnom1al energy prevails, man cannot resist his
destiny. " 1 1 7 But the stress on energy would lead to ethical detenninism, and
it is hard to see why man should be punished or rewarded for acto; that he
materially perfom1s but the 'responsibility' for which belongs to other forces.
Neither would it then be possible to assert, as Liu Ji in fact does, that good
and evil depend on man. The emphasis on the crucial role of karma and
hence the absence of 'free will' already pointed out in Confucian anti
Buddhist polemics still represented no negligible stumbling block and could
lead to fatalistic amoralism.

Cf. Isabelle Robinet, " Notes preliminaires
sur quelques antinomies fondamentales entre
Ie bouddhisme et Ie tao'isme" [Preliminary
notes on some fundamental antinomies

between Buddhism and Daoism], in Incontri

di relgiuni
i
in Asia tra if III e if X secolu d. C.
[Encounters of religions in Asia between the

third and the tenth centuries AD], ed. L.
Lancioni (Firenze: Olschki, 1984).

1 12

One of the dominant themes of the

seventeenth-century novel Xingshiyinyuan

zhuan [Tales of predestined unions to startle
our age into awarenessl ( 17 2 1 ; reprint ed.,
Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 1 985)
is precisely this contrdst between determin
ism and free will, and karmic retribution and
responsibility. These contrddillions appear
in affirmations of celestial predestination

(tiansuan }i;�) at times dominating hu
(renmuu A�), and at other

man contriving

times dOminating the absurdiry of karmic

lID. See Talesujpredestined
uniuns, vol.27, p. 402, and also A. Plaks,
"After the fall: Hsing-shih yin-yaan chuan

retribution (bau

and the seventeenth-century Chinese novel,"

Harvard juurnal uf Asiatic Studies 45.2
(985): 543-80.

1 13

Cf. the chapter on "Destiny" in Sant

angelo, Sin in China, pp.86-- 1 45, and
idem, "Destiny and retribution in late imperial
"

China,"

Fast and West 42, 2� (992): 377-

442.

1 14

Cf. Tang Yijie, Weijin Nanhei chaushiqi
de Daujiau [Daoism during the peri<xl of the

Wei, Jin, and Northern and Southern dynas

tiesl (Xi' an: Shaanxi Shifan Daxue, 1987), and
Chen Jin,

" Taiping jing zhong de chengfu

baoying sixiang" [Thoughb on inherited evil

and retribution in the Taipingjing 1. Zhung
jiaoxue( 1986), cit. by Barbard Hendrischke,
"The concept of inherited evil in the Taiping
jing," r;asl Asian HistUlJl 2 ( 1991): 1-30.

11 ')

For a penetrating analysis of the Taiping
jing and Taiping jing chau concerning the
concept of inherited evil (chengfu jjl:$l)
see Hendrischke, "Inherited evil."

1 16

Cf. Santangelo,

'Sin " in China, pp. 1 l6--

1 9.

1 17

Cf. Liu ji,

Tianshuu [On heavenl (late

fourteenth century), in Zhungguu zhexueshi

ziliau xuanji, Sung Yuan Ming zhi bu
[Anthology of the history of Chinese
philosophy: section on the Song, Yuan and
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The Neo-Confucians themselves were aware of some of these problems,
and they attributed the moral contradiction between predestination and
liberty to the Buddhists. "If we accept the Buddhists' doctrine on behaviour, "
observed Gu Xiancheng 1U�RX; ( 1 550-161 2), "then evelY loyal minister
and every filial son exists simply to pay back the benefits received in his
previous life. Every traitorous minister and every treacherous son exists
simply to pay back the grievances suffered in his previous life. "lHl A<; has
already been suggested, notwithstanding the infrequency with which the
degree of internalization of moral nom1S was discussed, practices of self
cultivation were highly developed and, what is more, it was taken for granted
that a person was capable of being an active participant in making his or her
choices and decisions. 1 I 9 His or her feelings of shame and guilt, however
understood, corresponded to the prinCiple of responsibility grounded on the
presence of his or her mind and will. The view of Wang Wei It-i (132374), an intellectual of the early Ming, may be taken as an example of Neo
Confucian philosophy on this subject. He affim1ed bluntly that "the human
will to do good derives uniquely from a strong detem1ination" CAZ�� g-\3
Ei3 3jL-0Z?,i!fifii B)' 1 20 Similar concepts have already been met with in the
works of Liu Ji. Yan Yuan mi7G (1635-1704), a thinker who differed com
pletely from Wang Wei as regards his mentality, cultural background, and
period, nonetheless displayed a similar approach. He wrote that "the
possibility of the refom1 of a person depends upon his or her will to return
to his or her original nature, and upon his or her strength to do SO. " 1 2 1 The
position of Wang Yangming and his school was no different. Zhang
LUxiang 5&Ri:W ( 1 6 1 1-74), who wrote the epigraph at the head of this
section, used a series of compound tem1S beginning with zi 13 'self', among
which the following suggest at least the idea of reflexivity, if not of autonomy
and free will: 'self-jus�ification', 'self-indulgence', 'self-hurt', 'self-control',
'self-love', 'self-regulation', 'self-decision', and 'seif-choice'. 1 22 This application
of the prefix is in any event consonant with the presupposition made by
Mencius of an original goodness in human beings, from which is derived the
capacity of each person to attain sagehood through his or her own efforts.
Such questions did not admit, however, of an unequivocal resolution, as was
sketched out in the Buddhist debate on whether one could obtain salvation
by means of one's 'own strength' (ziti I3 1.JJ or with the 'help of others' (tuo
/i 1fu1.J). 1 23 For Jiao Xun �WI (1763-1820), a person's moral responsibility
flowed from his or her conscience (zhi �DJ, as a choice between manifesting
his or her own nature (composed of sexuality and appetites) in the domain
of civil society or at an animal level.
Statements like this reflected the prevailing attitude, which went back at
least to the origins of Neo-Confucianism. This current of thought gave a new
value to the 'dynamic' conception of destiny in Mencius (understood as a
person's capacity to act freely in the domain of moral concerns), 1 24 while
making it'> own a series of related ideas adopted from certain Buddhist sects,
and it took as evident the innate potentialities with which everyone was

IMing dynastiesl (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju,
1962). p.4n

I IH

Gu Xiancheng, Xiaoxin zbai zbaji [Col
lected notes from the cautious studio], 9: !lb.
cit. by Brokaw, LedEwrs, p. 139.

1 19 See Santangelo, 'Sin " in Cbina, pp.1 2333, on the idea of retribution and on the
active role of man in destiny. Cf. also Zhu Xi,
Zbllzi yulei [Classifed conversations of Zhu
Xi], ed. Li Jingdi ( 1 270; reprint ed., Beijing:
Zhonghua Shuju, 19!16) , 13: 230.
120 Cf. Wang Wei, Zbici [Words from the
wine cupl (late nineteenth-century ed. ),
p . l 2a.
12 1 Mansfield Freeman, Yan Yuan, Preserv

ation of Learning, witb an introduction on
bis life and tbougbt, Monumenta Serica

Monograph no. 16 (Tokyo & Los Angeles:
Nichi<lsha, 1972), p.40.

1 22 Complete works ojMasterZbang LLlxiang,
20: 2fla-30a, cit. in Wu Pei-yi, " Self-examina
tion," p.2 1 ; idem, Confucian s progress, pp.
221-2. The hundreds of compounds cited
contain a first group of twenty-three pairs of
opposites, a second group oftwenty negative
action';, a third with eight actions that indicate
a process of self-growth and repentance,
followed at the end by a series ofbehaviOLml1
anitudes, still reflexive. but with a positive
connotation.

1 23

Faith in the help of forces outside hu
mankind obviously played a relevant role in
the domain of religious ideas. See, for in
stance, Wu Cheng'en, Xi)'ouji Oourney to
the westl ( Beijing: Renmin Wenx u e
Chubanshe, 1972), 55: 762-75, and A. Plaks,

Four mastenlJorks of tbe Ming Nowl, Ssu ta
cb 'i-sbu ( Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 19H7, p.25'i.

1 24

For the 'dynamic' concept of destiny in
Mencius, meant as man's ability to act freely
in the moral field, and for iLs distinction from
the concept of 'external', 'statiC', 'uncontrol
lable' destiny, cf. Santangelo, 'Sin " in Cbina,
pp. 90-2
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endowed to accomplish acts of goodness. From the theoretical point of view,
however, the prohlem remained partially unresolved insofar as it was taken
for granted that certain persons were horn endowed with an exclusively
negative energy, such as the 'great criminals' mentioned in The Story oj the
Stone, or the 'harharians' in the works of Wang Fuzhi I�Z. How could it
he possible for them to transfornl themselves and change their way of life?
And furtheml0re, how could one explain that the nature of 'barbarians',
which was seen by some as heing like that of animals, could he refomled?
How could one reconcile with the idea that human nature is good, or that
people are morally responsihle, a character so apparently negative as Jinlian
(Golden Lotus) in the novel Jinpingmei ��RAflj 1 25-though in reality
complex, like the great tragic figures in world literature, with her impulses,
and her predisposition to evil, hut also her legitimate aspirations to a serene
and honourahle life?
An indirect response to these theoretical questions comes from the
working out of philosophical positions, and the philological-exegetical
studies of certain thinkers and commentators during the late Ming and early
Qing. Their point of depalture was two propositions in the Analects
according to which Confucius was said to have affimled the identity of all
human heings as regards their human nature, and their differentiation
through their habits and practice (xi �), while excluding from any possihility
of change only the greatest sages (shangzhi J:. �V and those who were
extremely stupid (xiayu � 15). Having recourse to practice and education,
as making for acquired characteristics, was particularly useful for monists
who were in no position to hring into play the dualism hetween principle
and energy, but could by these means specify a way whereby the innate
element of human nature could he affected. It was for this reason that many
thinkers, such as Wang Tingxiang I�;f§, WU Tinghan !R��, Liu Ji, Zhu
Zhiyu *zffo1, Wang Fuzhi, and Yan Yuan, stressed the importance of daily
practice to explain the differences in people's character and behaviour,
attrihuting to each person a different halance hetween their innate nature and
this sort of acquired second nature, and attacking the theory of a double
nature as heing detemlinist. By these means the existence of a space was
recognized in which human beings were free and responsible. It was marked
out by two variables, namely by the degree of 'fullness' of the innate nature,
which had a hearing on the ease and possibility of change, and by the morally
positive quality of a person's experiences and education, which in large
measure depended on individual choice�. Thus Zhu Zhiyu criticized the
detemlinism of the 'innateness' that was derived from the theory of the
infusion into the person of diverse types of cosmic energy, for which he
1 27 Cf. Wang Fuzhi, Shangshu yinyi [Mean substituted the theory of the influences of the environment and education.
ings from the classic of historyJ (1663; reprint
At all events he concluded that a person was able to choose his or her way.
ed., Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1976), 3: 64.
It was no accident that Zhu left to one side the two extremes of humankind,
1 2H For an example, see the pan relative to
the sages and the fools, in order to concentrate on the common people 1 26
the second commandment -'do not steal'
Wang Fuzhi reached similar conclusions, underlining a person's power to
of the sLxteenth-century Shijie gongguoge

See below, n.lH7, p.75.
1 26 Cf. A nalects, 35/1712. Compare Xunzi's
position that the difference between the
sage and the superior man lies in the degree
of mordl maturdtion which at a cenain point
no longer requires any effons or decision.
Cf. also the Doctrine orthe mean, para .20,
on the difference between innate wisdom
and acquired wL�dom. The contrdst between
the two is the theme of the above-mentioned
novel, Tales ofpredestined unions (26: 378,
37: 539, 39: 56H). Cf. also Zhu Shunshui
quanji [Zhu Zhiyu's collec1ed works], 14:
190-1 (quoted in Jiang Guozhu and Zhll
K u i j u , Zhongguo lishi shang de renxing lun
[On human nature in Chinese hLstoryJ [Beijing:
Zhongguo Shehlli Kexue, 1989], p.297), in
which Zhu Zhiyu among other things criti
cizes the theory that good or evil in human
natuw depends on cosmic energy since the
universe is said to favour some people (that
is, the wise) with the infusion of pure
energy, and penalize others (the f(xllish)
with tumid energy. However, as Zhu Zhiyu
comments, this would mean that the evil
commined by a f(xli should not be disap
proved since it would then be naturdi, as it
is natural that "he who sows squash must
gather squash, and he who sows beans must
gather beans." This would mean, then, that
man is not to blame and all the responsibility
belongs to the heavens. After rdising other
objections, like the impossibility of explain
ing the changes that happen in a man's life,
or the diversities or the uniformity between
men of the same period, he concludes that
each person chooses by himself either g<xxl
or evil, just as water can flow through
different types of soil, or a mirror can be
cleaned or dinied. Cf. also the citation of the
same proverb in jinpingmei (jinpingmei
cihua [The vernacular story of jinpingmei J
[1617; reprint ed. , Hong Kong: Sanlian
Shudian Xianggang Fendian, 19H6] , 10: 106);
an analogous concept of the mordl respon
sibility of man is found in the same work [29:
346J where there is a reminder that " behind
every human injustice there is a person
responsible, just as behind every debt there
is a creditor."
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make his or her choices freely (neng ziqu ziyong � § 1&iffi § ffl), and that
these combined to mould a new nature that was acquired through the habits
and the choices of daily life. 1 27
The passages quoted in preceding pages enable us to understand that
Chinese morality was not simply a fonnal and external set of norn1S, even
if it was inspired by principles that were different from those conceived by
Westerners. The significance of intent and of motivation is apparent in the
different evaluations made in the 'books of morality' of transgressions, and
of good actions, according to the spirit in which they were perforn1ed. The
goodness could be at various levels, partial or false, depending on the state
of mind that accompanied the good action; 1 28 and the same behaviour
entailed diverse consequences according to the greater or lesser degree of
intent. As a result, even a meritorious act might lose its positive effects on the
actor if the latter had accomplished it for perverse or selfish purposes. Per
contra, the negative effects of a bad action could be neutralized if, for
example, this action had occurred in the course of altruistic behaviour.
Although the contrast between good and evil actions was clear--even to
the extent that the moral conscience itself was represented by the God of the
Stove UIiri, with his two jars, one for good and the other for evil
descriptions ofthe conflicts (xinzhan {ii!:, 'mental warfare')l 29 experienced
by the individual at the moment of choices between different actions, or the
evaluation of a range of alternatives, seem to have been neglected. The
spiritual battle that was first described in the West in Plato's Phaedrus, with
the drama created by the soul struggling with itself and against its desires,
its apprehensions, and internal tensions, 1 30 seems to have been absent in
Chinese writings, as if a phase was missing in the process by which the will
and the action are shaped, namely that relating to chOice, and to the doubts
that precede a decision, as well as to the tension and disputes that arise when
were are confronted with opposing desires. As Fingarette has observed,
Confucius seems to be unaware of this dimension, and the state of 'confusion'
(huo �) does not signify doubt and hesitation, as far as he is concerned, but
losing the true way 1 3 1 Unlike the Western concept of responsibility where
man has the role of absolute initiator of his actions ("Action," writes
Fingarette, "has its inception with the person held responsible. It is this
mysterious ultimacy that gives rise to such doctrines as that of 'the will' and
'the self,' the invisible interior person and act . . . . We postulate a secret
homunculus with a wonderful special power. "), Confucian thought ignores
the individualistic notion of person which is endowed with a mysterious
inner self or with a transcendental soul. 132
The tern1 zhi ;0 is often used by Confucius and Mencius in the sense of
'will' and 'positive detern1ination'. 1 33 Mencius traces back differences in
moral stature to people's greater or lesser capacity to develop their
consciences and their minds, emancipating themselves from the domain of
sensibility. 1 34 Xunzi makes reference to moral choices on a number of
occasions, employing the images of the balance and the crossroads. 1 35 In

/[Register o f merit<; and demerits according to
the ten precept<;], t:SSentials �r the Dauist

can un 10318, p.16: of the praiseworthy act<;,
even an enormous act of charity that foresees
200 merit<; is degraded by two levels if it is

performed for ambition (tanming Jt,g),
and the giving of alms to old people and
children loses all merit<; if carried out with

the same motivation. See also, for example,
the importance attributed to thought<; as
well as actions, in Taishang Dongxuan
linghao yehao)linyuan jing [The scripture
on retribution of the Taishang Dongxuan
lingbao (trddition)], in t:SSentials�rthe Dauist

canon, pp.1653-4.

129

See Sima Qian, Shiji [Records of the
grand historian!, reprint ed., (Beijing: Zhong
hua Shuju, 1973), 23: 1159, where there is a
brief account of the internal conflicl experi
enced by Zi Xia .:r� (Bu Shang I-- Nj), a
disciple of Confucius, bel\veen the "tempta
tions" of the world and the mordlity taught
by the master.

1 30

For ancient Greece, see Martha Nuss
baum, 7befragility �rgoodness. Luck and

ethics in Greek tragedy and philosuphy
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1986), esp. pp.2S-50, and Vegetti, L 'etica
degli antichi [Ethics of the ancient,] (Rome
Bari: Laterza, 1990), pp.99, 192, 227. Aristotle
saw in freedom and the awareness of cir
cumstances the factors of responsibility (Cf.
Jitica nicomachea, III, 1-3, V.10) , while
Sophocles focussed on external constraint<;
(of the gOLb of Fate). Euripides doubted
man's free will and responsibility because
he is blinded by passions. Still, Aristotle
focussed on the moment of choice-a sort
of interior debate of assembly-as the
moment in which one decides one's goals
and the most efficient means of achieving
them. Thus the Stoics also identified the
'strategic moment' in which judgement' are
formed about the representations capable
of generating the impulse to aLl.

131
1 32

Cf. Fingarette, ConfUCiUS, p.22.
Fingarette, "Comment, and response,"

pp. 199-200.

1 33

Cf. for instance, Analects, 2/2/4; 6/4/4;
6/4/9; 12/7/6; 1 7/9/26; 38/18/8; Mencius, 24/1a/7; 22/3b/2; 27-28/4a/10; 30/4b/1 ; 38/
5b/1; 44/6a/9; 49/6b/8/9; 52/7;;/24; 53/7a/
33; 56/7b/15. Notwitllstanding the differen
ces, both Mencius and Xun Yue emphasize
the role of determination. (Cf. Chen /OVER
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/Ch'i-ylin,

effect, since the existence of moral responsiblity is recognized, there is no
doubt about a person's need to make choices from time to time; it is only
that emphaSiS is not placed on this moment, and even less is it dramatized. 136
This choice, being morally predetem1ined, is made because it is the only one
that should be made. Moral action---even the heroism involved in the
decision-appears as a necessary consequence given the preceding condi
tions and the present circumstances. In this respect it is not felt necessary to
devote space to the description of how a decision is reached, whether moral
or inU110ral, or to act well or badly: it is recognized that the time of
responsibility begins with the fom1ation in the human mind of the
representations of objects and actions that constitute 'intentions' or 'ideas' (yi
�. When these are 'sincere', and a person is thus not deceiving himself or
herself, he or she reaches the height of uprightness.
This attitude is equally present among the Neo-Confucians. Even Cheng
Yi flElm 0033-1 107), who identified 'destiny' with 'principle', and hence
seemed to accentuate the detem1inistic aspects of the process of choice,
implicitly recognized human liberty and responsibility. He accepts that a
wicked person is endowed from the time of his or her birth with a negative
energy, and thereby is responding to a prinCiple, namely that of wickedness,
but it is also tme that he or she is able to conquer this energy and to restore
'nature', which followed Principle. This shows that 'principles' are, in Cheng'S
eyes, both descriptive and prescriptive at the same time. They express the
possibility of a certain event or action, or the effective precondition for these
latter, which is the ethical value to which one has to confom1. 137 This
ambigUity in 'principle' probably contributed to obscuring the theoretical
question of moral liberty. It was clear to the Neo-Confucian thinkers,
however, that a person can follow various 'ways', even wrong ones, but the
only one of these is the 'Way'. For Zhu Xi, will or detennination is the mental
resolve to follow what is good. Nor is the energy of this will (zhiqi �*D
undennined by changes affecting the physical energy (xueqi .rtn.*D I3ll He
explicitly refers to the existence of various alternatives and possibilities
between which the mind has to select, but he has no doubts about that which
will be chosen since, in his view, the human being is spontaneously
orientated towards moral action. He uses as a model for the detem1ination
to do what is good (at least in the case of the sage) the naturalness with which
one seeks out a wam1 spot in the winter and a cool one in the summer. 139

HSlln Yiieh and the mind uf late
Han China . A translatiun qf the Shen-chien
with introductiun and annutatiuns [Prince

ton: Princeton University Press, 1980], pp.47-

9). Roger Ames suggests correctly the
meaning of " disposition," "purpose." See
R Ames, "Reflections on the Confucian self:
a response to Fingarette," in Bockover, ed.,

Rules, rituals, and respunsihilizv, p . l lO.

134 Cf. MencillS, 45-46/6a/15.
13) Heng aI-'balance·. Cf. Index qfMaster
Xun, 2 1 : 2H-30, where Xunzi presents the
sage who knows how to act in the multiplic
ity of evenb.

Qu Ii-'crossroads·. Con

cerning the difficulty and importance of the
recruitment of civil servants, Xunzi relates a
hrief anecdote ahout the life of Yangzhu

�i* when at a fork in the road: he expresses
the suffering caused by the risk of possibly
having chosen the wrong road, and by the

serious consequences that may derive from
the error of taking the first step in one
direction r,llher than another (IndexqfMaster

Xun, 1 1 : H6-7).

136

Cf. Irene \ll(xJm, "On the matter of mind:

the metaphysical basis of the expanded
self," in Individualism and holism: studies

in ConfUCian and Taoist values, ed. Donald
Munro (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 19H5), pp.30CH .

137

In Zhu Xi, moreover, and above all in Xu

Heng �1T ( 1 209-12HIl, we find a distinc
tion being made between " the reason for
which something is the way it is" (suoyiran

pli 1l-�),

and that "for which it ought to be

the way it is"

(suu dangran pJi��), and

thus between destiny and morality. See A. C.
Graham, Two Chinesephilusophers: the meta
physics qfthe brotbers Cb eng (J 95H; reprint
ed., La Salle: Open Court, 1992), pp.29-30.

1 3ll Zbuzi yulei.

104: 2623. Compare the
(zbi ) with that of
intention and emotion, ibid., 9H: 2514.

concept of 'determination'

139

Cf. Irene BI(xJm, "On the matter of

mind," p.312.

In the world there are a thousand hifurcations and ten thousand roads. The sage

140 Zbuziyulei, 23: 551. tr,msl. Irene m(xJm,

is not inclined toward any other road, but only this one road. The will lies in

"On the matter of mind," p.3 12, with small

the deep recesses of the mind, and therefore the doctors say that the will belongs

changes.

1 41

See the observations ofjoseph Needham,

Sc ence
i
& civilisatiun in Cbina (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1954--) , vol.2.

Histury ofscientific tbougbt, p.293. The 'au
tomatism' and the 'spontaneity' of the
behaviour of the sage, both Neo-Confucian

to the kidneys . . . . If one can set one's will on learning, then one natumlly cannot
stop. If one "learns and constantly practices what one learns"

[Analects 1 . 11,

to

the point of achieving pleasure from it, then each step follows in turn. It is like
a person who in cold months is spontaneously drawn toward a place where
there is fire and in hot months is spontaneously drawn toward a place where
there is breeze. In serving his sovereign he is motivated by reverence; in serving
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his parents he is motivated

hy filial ity

.

Although in the course of it there are

difficulties, he does not shrink from difficulty hut carries out these actions with
thoroughness. 140

It may perhaps be possible to interpret this attitude through the idea of
the dao m, which may be likened to a field of force. The Chinese were
convinced that objects were naturally drawn towards it, without any
direction or external pressure. 141 A'j Fingarette has pointed out, in Confucian
thought superior man understands his detem1ination and will (zhi) as an
expression of the impersonal will of Dao:
If one seeks to u nderstand deeply the content of an egoistic will, one must
necessarily understand that particular person-the motives, anxieties, hopes,
and other personal data that go to make intelligihle the conduct of that person.
But the more deeply one explores the

junzt's

will, the more the personal

dimensions are revealed as purely fomlal; the individual is the unique space
time lxxlily l<x:us of that will; it is

that which controls,

hut it is nonsignificant

regarding why, specifically, or in what specific direction, the control shall he
exercized. To u nderstand the content of the junzt's will is to understand the dao,
not the junzi as a particular person. The ego is present in the egoist's will. The

dao is

present in the junzfs will I42

Wang Yangming referred to the 'principle ofthe Way' (daoli mIj[)when
presenting some cases in which making a choice was difficult, in that they
involved a comparative judgement between several values, and the conse
quent opting for the lesser of evils. In the three situations that he offers for
discussion, our love for the beings in the universe has to be limited in view
of fixed priorities. We love both plants and animals, yet tolerate the latter
feeding themselves on the forn1er. We love both animals and human beings,
yet tolerate the butchering of the fom1er so they may be served up at table,
and used to celebrate sacrifices. We love both our parents and strangers, but
in time of famine we prefer to appease the hunger of the fonner, even at the
cost of letting the latter die. 143 Thus the moral dilemma of chOOSing between
two values was foreseen, and the conflict (which might be a painful one)
involved in giving priority to one good at the sacrifice of another, even the
supreme sacrifice-that of one's life. Under these circumstances of painful
responsibility the mind seemed to find the correct path 'naturally', without
encountering contradictions or theoretical tensions. Even Li Zhi ,*J4I (15271602) condemned indecision and incertitude when he was expounding one
of the most dramatic dilenU11as that exercised the minds of many Chinese
men of letters of all epochs, namely, whether to conU11it oneself to the duties
land Daoist, transcend the wearisome process
of conscious choice and internal struggle un
avoidable for the ordinary person, and in this
wise necessity and freedom, determinism and

Istated in the Liezi [Master Lie]) are like that of

responsibility are merged into a single point in
time. The movements of the sage (or so it is

discussion between Yang Bu and Yang Zhu
in Liezi (c. third century AI), reprinted in

a machine, a machine, add, the commentator,
without intentions or mind (wLLxin 1!\!;(,'j,
(See the anecdote about Guan Zhong, and the

I Hrshi 'er zi [The twenty-two philosophers]
[Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 1 9H6],
6: 21}-14). Hansen, "Freedom and moral
responsibility," pp. 169. H6, is of the opinion
that, "For Confucianism, mordl allion is
completely natural and ultimately does not
even involve mordl rules. No excuse condi
tions are necessary since, obviously, the
mind in intuiting what is right in the concrete
situation already considers the total situation,
not just an abstrdction." Hansen contrdsts
the prescriptive chardcter of Western ethical
systems with the descriptive chardller of the
Confucian system, which is based on the
teaching of mordl examples, and identifica
tion with and emulation of these models. It
was thus that, the actors having internalized
m(xlels rdther than norms, doctrines of
moral responsibility and theories about
justification ( relative to liberty and con
scious awareness) became superfluous, and
that in their place the conception of the
'rectification of names' was developed. The
individual was thus held accountable not so
much for a single trdnsgression as for a lack
of self-cultivation and failure to educate his
dependent,. This question was later to be
deepened in the light of recent Chinese
investigations, such as Jin Yaoji, "Shame,"
who typically tries to give a mordl interpre
tation of the Chinese ideas of 'shame-re
sponsibility' and 'face', not a purely formal
and external one, and who denies the preva
lence of a 'shame culture' in China.

142

Fingarene, "Problem of the self," p.135.
Roger Ames singles out what Fingarene Gills
the "lack of an inner psychical life" in the
different concept of self (Ames, "Reflections
on the Confucian self," p.105).

143 Cf. Wang Shouren, Yangming quanshu
[Complete writings of Wang Yangming]
(Shanghai: Sibu Jleiyao, 1935), 3: 14. Cf.
Chan Wing-l,it's translation, Instructions/or

practical liIJing and other Neo-Confucian
writings by Wang Yang-ming (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1963), pp.222-3,
and, on the question of the choice in Wang
Yangming, A. S. Cua, The unit)1 0/ know

ledge and action. A stud), in Wang Yang
ming 's moralp.sychology (Honolulu: Univer
sity of Hawaii Press, 191'2), pp.37-40.
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1 44

of civil office, with the honours and risks of a bureaucratic career, or to opt
for the lowly but free life of 'this-worldly eremitism'? Detem1ination was
stronger than uncertainty, and Li Zhi gave a decisive expression to his sense
of civic duty notwithstanding his choice of eremitism. 1 44 This problem seems
not to have existed for the Daoists, because the entire question had been
inverted: self-discipline should have developed the capacity to act and
respond 'spontaneously' in the unique manner socially agreed upon, rather
than to conceive of altematives between which one made aware and well
pondered choices. The value of free choice was thus denied, and the
decisions commonly held to be the proper ones were understood as an
obligatory confom1ation to the external situation. 1 4)
Hesitation (youyu weijue 5��*iV was thus regarded with disfavour,
as a weakness, or a paralysis of the will. 1 46 A negative judgement with respect
to this question may be found in a passage from Cheng Hao �¥iUi (1032-85)
that is quoted in Zhu Xi's Jinsilu (Thoughts on things near at hand):

Cf. Li Zhi, Fenshu [Book to be burnt]
0 590; reprint ed., Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju,
1975), 2: 46; idem, Xufensbu [Supplement

to the B(xlk to be burnt], 2: 74-5; Cangshu
[Book to be hidden] 0 599; reprint ed.,
Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1959), 9: 146; 68:
1 140--42.

1 4)

The conflict between freedom and ne
cessity was resolved for the Daoists in the
transcendence of both by the sage. They
affirmed the determined nature of fate (and
here one thinks of the self-justification of the
criminal who attributes the penal amputa
tion of his leg to Heaven), but counterbal
anced this with the liberty of the 'tme man'
who knew how to identify himself with the
irreluctable transformations of the universe.

1 46

For some examples from the SanRuo
yanyi [Romance of the three kingdoms] see
Plaks, Four masterworks, pp.392, 422, 43940. See also Zbonftguu cbenfi.)!u dacidian

There are men who always seem to have two people in their minds; when one
wants to do good, there seems to be evil to obstruct him, and when he wants
to do evil, there seems to be a sense of shame. There are not really two people.

[Great dictionary of Chinese idioms] (Shang
hai: Shanghai Cishu, 19H7), p.1635, for other
sources.

What happens in the mind is sure evidence of its own conflicts. One must hold
the will firm so the vital force cannot disturb one. One can then readily see the

1 47

Zhu Xi, annotated Zhang Boxing,jinsilu
jijie [Collected explanations of the reflec
tions on things at hand] ( I 1HO, 1710; reprint
ed., Taibei: Shijie Shuju, 19H1), 4: 139, as
translated by Chan Wing-bit, Reflections on

evidence. Essentially, sages and worthies never suffer from such mental defects
as these conflicts.
[Comment:] One has only one mind. If there were one mind to suhdue and
restrict and another mind to be suhdued and restricted, there would be two
minds. In that case, there would seem to be two people . When one mind wanted

tbinRs at band. Tbe Neo-Confucian
antboloRY, compiled b)! Cbu Hsi and Iii Tsu
cb ien (New York & London: Columbia
University Press, 1 %7), p.l32. The difference
in tone should be noted between this and
the following passage taken from a classic of
Western moral thought, Saint Paul's epistle
to the Romans:

to do g<xxl, another mind that wanted to do evil would prevent it, and when
one mind wanted to do evil, another mind with a sense of shame would stop
it 1 4 7

The lack of interest in this moment in the moral life is even more evident
when it is contrasted with the anguish that flows out of the dramatic pages

1 4 . For we know that the law is spiritual:

I).

1 6.

but I am carnal, sold under sin.
For that which I do I know not: for not
what I would, that do I practise; but
what I hate, that I do.
But if what I would not, that I do, I
consent unto the law that it is good.

17. So now it is no more I that do it, but
sin which dwelleth in me.
1 8. For I know that in me, that is, in my
flesh, dwelleth no gtxJd thing: for to
will is present with me, but to do that
which is g(xJd is not.
1 9. For the g(xJd which I would I do not:
but the evil which I would not, that I
prdctise.
20. But if what I would not. that I do. it is
no more I that do it. hut sin which
dwelleth in me.

12 1 . I

find then the law. that to me who
would do gtxxl, evil is present.

22.

For I delight in the law of God after the
inward man.
23 . But I see a different law in my members,
warring against the law of my mind, and
bringing me into captivity under the law
of sin which is in my members.

24 . 0 wretched man

that I am' who shall
deliver me out of the body to this death'

1 48

See also the allegorical poems on the
stmggle between the virtues and the vices of
human beings, whose prototype may be traced
back to the PS)icbomacbia of Pmdentius.

These works were read with the most intense
interest during the middle ages. It cannot be
denied that works of this sort also existed in
China, beginning with the Xi)!ouji itself, with

Iits metaphorical, cartoon-strip travel adven
tures; hut the spirit that inspired it was differ
ent. ( See Plaks, Four masterworks, pp. 234-76,
')04.) In Christian Europe, choice, even for less
tormented persons, could become so arduous
that it might be entrusted to accidental events
through a son of faith in fate, underst(xJd as
Providence. The biography of Ignatius Loyola
relates that the saint, reflecting on a conversa
tion that he had held slightly earlier with a
Muslim ahout the virginity of the Madonna
afterthe birth of Christ, was suddenly possessed
with the desire to punish the infidel. He then
found himself racked by doubt as to whether
he should seek him out to kill him or pay no
attention to him. Finally, "weary of examining
what he should best do. and finding no certain
way of reaching a decision, he resolved that he
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of Saint Augustine, Oostoievski, and Kierkegaard in the West. 141l Once again
we have to go back to the differences in the underlying ideology, and
especially ontology, in Europe and China. Examples are the concept of
divinity, and the relationships between spirit and matter, reason and desires,
and the individual and the infinite, 1 49 factors that have without doubt
contributed to removing any dramatic quality from such problems as the
contrast between necessity and freedom, or between nature and morality,
in Chinese culture.
If we look at the Chinese genres of biographies and autobiographies, we
find that, with only rare exceptions, they draw an 'external' profile of their
subject in which the events in which he was involved are presented, along
with the family environment, the kin-group, the neighbourhood, the course
taken by his studies and examinations, his career and the public affairs in
which he was involved, and so on. In this respect there are not many
differences between autobiographies and the biographies in the dynastic
histories or the local gazetteers. 1 so On the other hand, little space is devoted
to an individual's intimate life or the internal domain. It is difficult to find hints
about internal cont1icts, or the tragic dimension of his awareness of the
distance between his own will and reality, the only exceptions being a few
spiritual diaries from the late Ming period 1 S I

/would let his mule go with a slack bridle to

Perhaps the elaboration of the argument that dilates most fully upon it
is that to be drawn out from the system of Wang Fuzhi, even though he never
asked himself the question directly. He developed his conception of the
emotions within the context of his vision of reality, which focussed on the
unceasing transfornlations of the universe. Within this context he identifies
the moment of moral choice not as an isolated decision of a solitary
conscience, but as the meeting-point of stimuli coming from different
directions: the contact between human energy and external phenomena, the
way in which events and external objects appear to the senses and to the
conscience of the individual, and the person's reaction to these self<;ame
things. Any human impulse is good to the extent that it is 'natural', like
everything with which we are endowed at the time when we are born. Evil
can only come to pass in contact with external events. Although this is not
a new position in Chinese thought, Wang Fuzhi's re-elaboration of it is
original. He in fact places the emphasis on the initial moment (ji�) of the
interaction-which is one of the fundamental aspects of the eternal
encounter and combination between the two opposed poles of the yin and
the yang -in order to focus on the transition from the phase of latent
'potentiality' to that of 'actualization'. This in itial moment is also the point of
departure for a decision, an act, or a thought; hence it sets the direction of
an entire series of behaviours that may become habits and so have a deep
effect on the very character and personality of the subject. The sages are thus
in a position to foresee the manner in which matters will develop, by f0n11ing
a judgement about this 'moment', 1 52 and their will COnf0I111S with the Oao, I S3
that is to say with the course of events, which does not necessarily con'es-

the point where the roads divided, and if the

beast tlxlk the road to the village he would
go in search of the Mlxlr and stab him, but

if it did not go towards the village but tlxlk

the main road, he would do nothing more
about the mailer. " See II

racconto del
Pellegrino. A utobiografia di Sant ' Ignazio di
Lo)'ola IStory of the pilgrim. Autobiography

of St Ignatius de Loyola] (Milano: Adelphi,

1 966), p.30 ( quoted in Kemo Bodei,

Ceometria delle passioni. Pallra, speranza,
.relicitii:.lilos�fia e lISOpolitiCO [The geometry

of the passions. Fear, hope and happiness in
philosophy and political practice] [Milano:
Feltrinelli, 1992], pp. 1 07-Hl.

1 49

Cf. BIlxlm, "On the matter of mind,"

p.299.

1 '50

Cf. W. Bauer, "Icherleben und Auto

biographie in alteren China" [Experience of
the self and autobiography in pre-m(xlern
China], Heidelberger Jahrblicher, 1964.H,
pp . 1 2-40 . Hervouet fim]o; that the modesty
expressed in speaking of one's private life is
a demonstration of the inability of Chinese
writers to speak alxlut themselves (Hervouet,
Tautobiogrdphie dans la Chine tradition
elle" [Autobiography in traditional China], in
Yves Hervouet,

Ftlldes dhistoire et de
litu!rature chinoises [Studies of Chinese

history and literature] [Paris: Bibliotheque
de I'lnstitute des Hautes Etudes ChinoL'ies,

1976], pp . 1 07--4 1 , esp. 135). Cf. also D. C.

Twitchell, "Problems ofChinese biography."
in A. F. Wright and D. C. TWitchen, eds,

ConfUCian Personalities (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1962), pp.35--7.
151

Gan Panlong (I 562-1626). for instance,

talks of the inner war between principle and
desire. Cf. Wu Pei-yi.

Conti/cian :S progress.

p.132.
1 '52

Luo Guang, Zhongguo zhexue sixiang
shi. Yuan, Ming, Qing [A history of Chinese

philosophical thought. Yuan. Ming. Qingl. 2
vols (Taibei: Xuesheng Shuju, I 9H l ), 2: 192.

I S3

See

Du sishu daqllanshuo: Mengzi [On

reading the imperial collection of new
commentaries on the four Ixxlks: Mencius]
(Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju. 197'5). H: )37�.
Zhou Dunyi made plain the importance of
this moment with the formula "the moment
open to glXld or evil"

(ji shan

e

�g;g),

and it was later scrutinized by many moral
ist'; and authors of Ixxlks on morality. such
as Liu Zongzhou.
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1 'i4 On the unforeseeability of the evolution

pond to the will and the aspirations of human beings l'i4 If an event or a
phenomenon manifests itself at an inappropriate time or place, or if a
person's approach or reaction to it is disproportionate, or out of place or
untimely, then behaviour will take place that is not in hannony with the
pattern of development of the universe, and to this extent it will be either
ineffective or hannfuL IS'i In the case, for example, of a person who allow
himself or herself to be carried away by an uncontrolled desire, this means
that things external are disturbing his or her disposition, and this in its turn
shakes his or her wilL When this happens, "his or her disposition [i.e, energy]
loses its balance and his or her will does not acquire [the necessary]
energy, " 1 56 More generally, it is possible to state that the nerve-point that in
the West is represented by the moment of moral choice corresponds to that
instant at which, for the Neo-Confucians, the mind passes from a state of
quiescence to one of arousaL And the point of transition, of impulse (ji:j;V,
that decides if the emotion is to be moderate, balanced, and timely, or, on
the contrary, excessive, unbalanced, and untimely, leads respectively to
socially acceptable behaviour or to the folly induced by the passions, and
to alienation from oneself and the ego-centred separation of the individual
from the social group of which he or she forn1s part,
There is no doubt that Neo-Confucianism contributed to stimulating
greater attention being paid to internal experience, to the perfectibility of
human beings, and the possibility for everyone of becoming a sage, In this
manner the area of responsibility was extended, We may say with certainty
that the Neo-Confucians opened a new dimension of self-awareness, and
thus it was that personal diaries began to deal with internal states of mind
and experiences in addition to more usual matters, 1 57

of event\ and the possibility of their chang
ing from good to evil and vice versa, see
Xiao Hanming, Yijin/i, pp,1 29-33.

1 'i'i Cf On reading tbe imperial collectiun, H:

569-72; see also Luo Guang, PiJilusupiJical
tbuugbt, pp,H9-92,

1 'i6 Cf On reading tbe imperialcollectiun, H:
570,

1 'i7 Epping-von Franz, "Reflections," ppA l-

50, 73, See, for example, the following
passage she quotes from Fang Xiaoru (13571402): "How lamentable is my own unworthi
ness! , , , I am indeed not of the kind my
father was, for only rarely do I follow the
grxxl examples of which I heaL Because I
allow myself to be confused by sUiface
omamentation, I do not grasp what lies
behind iL Because I lack the courage to
keep to [what is correct!, I commit endless
mistakes, Because I undulge myself in
nothing but carelessness and a lack of
discipline, I am not at home with what is
essential, How much I once hoped to be
come some day like those who are worthy,
but when I looked within myself and saw
that I was not able to, I rose at midnight and
wept with bittemess into my garments, Like
the swan [who is lost) in the forest, [I did not
know) where I might find a place to rest."

4.

1 'iH Analects, 22/12/ 1 ,
1'i9 Analogous expressions may be encoun

tered in Greek writers from Plato to Anti
phon who fix on the idea of resisting
(anteciJein), conquering (nikan), or domi
nating (kratein) pleasures (her/unal) and
desires (epitbumiai), See Foucault, L 'usage
des plaisirs, pp,7Hl2,

The Pattern of Choice

Thus one cannot say that the moment of introspection was lacking, nor the
effort to overcome the present reality. Both among scholars and the conU110n
people, penitence was one of the more impoltant practices, and effected
either collectively in a meditation-hall, or individually by reading books of
morality for example. An awareness of the existence of an internal cont1ict
was also the outcome of the debate that continued over many centuries on
the interpretation of the expression keji YlD (,self-control' or 'mastery of
one's selfish desires') found in the Confucian Analects 1 'i8 Zhu Xi explained
the expression in his commentary as a victory over one's desires, and
although this interpretation was subjected to many subsequent critiques, it
at all events expressed the idea of 'conquering', 'controlling', and 'dominat
ing'. I 'i9
Introspection of this sort does not necessarily imply an emphasis on
internal cont1icts, however, nor on remorse for the past, or the rending of the
heart. A series of factors, on the contrary, made for the lessening of the
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dramatic aspects. As has already been suggested, individual choices were in
general understood as a natural process, the logical consequence of a
situation, rather than the result of an internal travail or of a painful self
restriction. They were more in the nature of an acceptance than the meeting
of a challenge.
A topic that one finds with many variations in Ming tales is that of a
married woman who is obliged to remarry a domineering person, such as
an evil official or a bandit, after he has either killed her first husband or had
him killed. In the end the woman revenges the injustice by killing the
blackguard. Such a plot might, one would have thought, have offered the
opportunity to expatiate on the woman's psychological condition, her
desperation, and her emotional reactions, but we find little of this sort. We
can of course imagine the hidden drama, her long-concealed hatred, and her
continuing anguish. But none of this appears. What leaps to the eye is her
cold and silent detemlination to restore the balance that previously existed,
either of a social or an internal, individual nature. Another example that is
in some ways analogous to the foregoing can be identified in the protagonist
of the opera Zhaoshi guer Im]3;; IDl .51 (The orphan of Zhao). In spite of his
growing apprehension and anguish, Cheng Bo's tragic decision to kill his
adoptive father in order to revenge his parent<; is not preceded by any
hesitation or doubt of the kind that affected Hamlet. 1 60 Likewise, although
one cannot deny the existence of an intense conflict in Cheng Ying between
his love for his son and his sense of duty, the two contending forces do not
appear as equal, and so there is no difficulty in deciding which of them is
destined to triumph. 161
If we look at a play like the Pipaji 1E�gC. (The story of the lute), which
dates from the time of the transition from the Ming to the Qing, it is evident
that, as in other pieces for the theatre, the central theme is the conflict
between two virtues. The characters face the dilenmla of a choice between
loyalty (zhong �,) and filial duty (xiao '4), making decisions that are
sometimes courageous and sometimes mistaken, and give rise to suffering
for the person responsible and for others. Such decisions are, however, made
in the name of moral principles, on the basis of the priority assigned now
to one virtue and now to another, since the various moral values were
arranged in a precise hierarchy and it was all but predeternlined which one
would prevail. 162 Is it therefore the case that the sense of drama is attached
more to questions of morality than to conflicts within the individual? Two
other major problems, of a more general character, are interlinked with this
question: one concerns the 'justification' of particular interests by haVing
recourse to moral principles, and the otherthat of choice between competing
moral nOrnlS. Although it is not possible to find any explicit solution to these
two problems, there are nonetheless some starting-point<; that are of interest.
One catches only an indirect glimpse of the interests that appear behind these
choices, while the feelings that manifest themselves in the foreground seem
to derive wholly and solely from the emotional reactions that develop from
interpersonal relations. 1 63

1 60 Wilt L. Idema, "Orphan of Zhao. Self
sacrifice, trJgic choice and revenge and the
Confucianization of Mongol drJma at the
Ming court," Cina 21 09HH): 175-6.

161 Ch'ien Chung-shu, "Tragedy," in "Old
Chinese drJma," T'ien Hsia Monthl)' 1 . 1
(935): 42-3

162 Ibid., p.44.
163 Bureaucrat, often faced the dilemma of
choosing between the application of the
impersonal norms that governed official
duties, and the likewise legitimate satisfac
tion of the feelings that IXlltnd them to heir
families, kinsmen, and friend,. SeeJin Yaoji,
"Shame," pp.9H-- 1 01 ; C. K. Yang, "Some char
acteristics of Chinese bureaucratic behav
iour," in Confucianism in Action, ed. Nivison
and Wright (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1959), pp. 1 34--64. On the conflict
between loyalty and filial duty see Hsieh Yu
wei, "Filial piety," p. lHS. The ban on taking
up an official position in one's province of
origin was designed to avoid at least some
of these conflict,. A similar phenomenon
can be observed among the travelling
merchanb, and these engaged in inter
provincial trJde, who left their places of
origin far behind, distancing them,elves
from the· bond, of their home environment,
and so from the feelings and obligations that
might otherwise have been stumbling-blocks
in the way of their business. See Jin Yaoji,
"Shame," pp.97-101; Donald de Glopper,
"Doing business in Lukang," in Fcunomic
orltanization in Chinese SOCiety, ed.
W. E. Willmon (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1972), pp.297-326; and M. Cartier,
"Le marchand comme voyageur. Remarques
sur quelques histoires du Chin-ku ch'i kuan"
[The merchant as trJveller. Remarks on
some histories of the Chin-ku ch'i kuanJ,

/:'tudes d histoire et de litfllmture Chinoises
or(ertes au Prol Pnlcek( l'aris, 1 976), pp.39-50.
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164 See, for example, the description of the

We also find an ahsence of tension and of douhts in the heroes of the
novels ahout knights-errant. They are heroes hecause they are strong and
fearless; their heroism does not derive from an inner strife, and of their victory
over human weakness. 1 64 This is why numerous scholarly studies deny the
existence of 'tragedy' in the Western sense in traditional China. 1 6)
With regard to the prohlem of moral choice, it is, however, possihle to
find some cases of psychological introspection in popular tales which throw
light upon the hesitations and internal struggles that precede a decision, or
the dilemma that grips a protagonist when he or she has to choose between
two actions, neither of which is desirable. Both of the two examples that
follow end with a wrong choice. We shall cite first ULi Yuexian Gives Up Her
Lover to Save Her Devoted Hushand," which tells the story of Wang
Zhongxian, who is married to the young widow Li Yuexian, and his adopted
younger brother, Zhang Biying. Zhang starts an adulterous liaison with his
sister-in-law, and tries to murder his brother-in-law by throwing him into a
river. Wang survives, however, and has Zhang arrested, but the latter
succeeds in having himself set free, and in his turn has Wang arrested by
making false accusations against him. He then marries Li under an assumed
name. When she sees that her new husband is none other than her brother
in-law, however, she denounces him. The following passage descrihes how
the adultery hegins.

hero Lin Taikong, who was characterized by
his "calmness within as he faced adversi
ties," cited in R K. McMahon. "Two late
Ming vernacular novels: Cban Zben yisbi
and Cban Zben bousbi," Ming Studies 23
(19H7): 24. There is a more detailed picture
in the Tang-dynasty tale Lill Yi zbuan where
the hero L, at lirst seized with panic at the
sight of the dragon. But here [(Xl we find that
a concern with morJlity dominates any
psychological introspection. Curtb Adkins,
"The hero in T'ang ch'uan-ch'i tales" (in
Criticalessays on Cbinesefiction, ed. Win,ton
Yang and C. Adkins [Hong Kong: Chinese
University Press, 19HO]), p.22, notes that the
hero makes use of the Confucian idea that
one may have recourse to violence as the
ultimate remedy, this being the heroism of
the cultured civilian approach to life (wen

Y:.J
1 6) This question does not just touch on a

particular litem), genre, or the principles
that inspire this genre, or the effect<; it pro
duces on those who enjoy it, but on the
concept of 'tragedy' itself as it has been
underst(xxl in the West, namely, as that
complex of emotions aroused by the aesthetic
contemplation of an event in which a 'posi
tive hero' is defeated, or g<xxl worsted, by
a superior and amordl power. Comparative
analyses may be found in Chu Kwang-tsien,
TIlep�ycbology oftragedy (Strasbourg, 1933;
reprint ed., Hong Kong, 19H7); Ch'ien
Chung-shu, "Tragedy," PP.37-46; Shih
Chung-wen, Tbe golden age of Cbinese
drama: Yuan Ba-cbLi (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1976); and J. S. M. !.. au,
"Duty, reputation and selfhood" "Duty,
reputation and selfh(xxl in trdditional ChLnese
narratives," in F,xpressions ofself in Cbinese
literature, ed. Robert Hegel and Richard
Hesiney (New York: Columbia University
Press, 19H'5), pp.367-7 1 . Ch'ien Chung-shu,
in his analysis of the Wutong yu [Rain on the
wutong treel by Bai Pu (1226--'1306), and
the Cbangsbeng dian [Palace of long lifel by
Hong Sheng ( 1 645-1704), agrees that there
is no true internal conflict in the heroes of
Chinese operas.

1 66 The passage cited here was trdnslated

from the Huaxiyuanjia collection, 3: 4&-9.
Ofthe two Shanghai editions of Tanbuanbao
(Van Gulik collection nos 1323/1 c 130111).
one lacks this part (3: 6), while the other ( 1H:

His member . . . st(xxl straight up, like an iron spear. " How does such a young
fellow have a thing as gigantic as this'" she thought to herself in surprise.
"Neither of my two husbands had ones as large as his'"
Once the flames of passion are stirred, they cannot be controlled. She started
thinking: "The world is full of brothers-in-law having the love affairs with their
sisters-in-law. If I have it off with him covertly just once, I'm sure no one will
know." Then she thought again: "No. If he were to play me false and tell
someone else, I'd have no face left in this world . " So she !< x lk up the lamp and
began to make off. But she was still drunk and this is why matters turned out
as they did. She quickly put the light out and placed it on its stand. Then she
climbed the steps, but came down again.
"How will he know," she thought, "sleeping so soundly' I'll get in with him,
quietly, and give his great thing just a little try. What's wrong with thar'''
Yuexian was a young woman, after all, and wine has a will of its own. Once
lust is aroused, who cares about a sense of shame' She went over to the bed,
and climbed up noiselessly. She straddled herself over Biying's l)(xly . l 66 She
pulled back her skirt, planted both hands on the mat, and inserted his member
into her. Sinc� she was already wet, she slid all the way down, and in no time
at all it was fully in. Sure enough, his member was not in the least like her
husband's. What's more, it was as hot as fire.
She paused, and thought to herself: "This sensation. It's terrific. Not at all the
same!" So she [(xle up and down thirty times or more, until she felt the rush of
pleasure. Then she remembered what she'd told herself previously, and had no
choice but to stop. She rolled herself over to the edge of the bed.
Biying saw that she was getting down . "r can't let her go," he thought in
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alarm. "This is love-making sent hy Heaven." So he turned over nimbly and held

/2b) is very synthetic. Cf. the English
trdnslation by McMahon, Causality and
containment, that has some variant� based
on the edition kept in the Librdry of the
University of Beijing (3: 7b).

her so she could not move. Then he parted her thighs and directed himself into
her.

In this story the woman is led into temptation by seeing the man's naked
body, and by her own state of drunkenness. In other novels it can be
loneliness or widowhood that drive a woman, in particular circumstances,
to break the n01111S of morality. 167 In the case just quoted the protagonist faces
the dilemma of whether to seduce her brother-in-law and become an
adulteress, with all the consequences that can flow therefrom, or to restrain
herself and let slip the occasion offering itself to her. At several points she
is about to draw back, in accordance with what would be 'n01111al' behaviour
for a married woman, but in the end her desire gets the better of her fear of
being discovered and of having her reputation destroyed. It has to be added
that in this case her sense of shame is not supported by any internal moral
tension, nor by a sense of guilt originating from affection for her husband.
It is purely and simply a matter of calculating the intensity of the immediate
pleasure as against the risks entailed by such behaviour.
The second piece, "The Metamorphosis of the poet," is a condemnation
of arrogance and selfishness. The poet Li Wei considers himself the equal of
his great contemporaries Li Bo and Du Fu, and because he has several times
failed the state examinations, he puts the blame on injustice and human
ignorance. In the end he shuts himself up in his house and there tU111S into
a tiger. In his new condition, Li Wei at first appears reluctant to kill other living
creatures and to feed himself on human flesh, but one day he is no longer
able to control himself and gradually adapts himself to the way of life of a
wild beast:
Although I was quite hungry, I thought that if I refrained from eating living
creatures I might one day he changed hack into human form. So I put up with
my hunger and refrained form preying on living things.

But after a while my
hunger got the better of me and so I caught deer, boars, and hares to sati�fy it.

But it wasn't long hefore the animals grew afraid of me and fled, leaving me with
nothing to hunt. I was ravenous. One day a woman came past the f(x)t of the
mountain. Driven hy my hunger I wasjust abou.t to eat her when I �flected that

she was a human being, qfier all, and that, since 1 was already qfllicted with my
present miifortune, it might be unwise ()f me to aggravate my crime. Then,
having let hergo by, 1 reflected how hungry I was, and how I had no way ()fgetting
food; it occurred to me that she was, after all, a gift from Heaven, and that if I
let this opportunity slip away, gcxxlness only knew when I might next find
something to fill my belly with. I was in a quandary, torn this way and that,

but
in the end 1 couldn 't restrain myselfand so 1 cau.ght and ate her. The taste was

pleasant and sweet, quite unlike that of the animals I had been hunting. Her
jewelry is still down there below the rocks; it will prove that what I am telling
you is the truth. Ever since then I've had a craving for human flesh. No matter
what their age or status, or whether they are carrying burdens or not, I devour
all the passers-by I can catch, right down to the last morsel. I now accept it all

as quite normal and no longer suffer anyfear qfpunishment. 1 Nl

1 67 The above episode can be compared

with the story "The case of the dead infant,"
in Feng Menglong's Jingshi tungyan [Com
mon word, to warn the world] (1624: reprint
ed., Hong Kong: Zhonghua Shuju Xianggang
Fenju, 19(5), 35: 534-45, esp. 53H.

168Zuixing shi [The sober stone] (c. 1650;

reprint ed., Shanghai: Shanghai Guwan Wen
xue, 1956), 6: H6. The translation is from
Patrick Hanan, "The fiction of moral duty:
the vernacular story in the 1640s," in r:xpres
siuns ufself in Chinese literature, ed. Robert
Hegel and Richard Hessney (New York:
Columbia University Press, 19H5), pp.210-1 1 . Cf. also Pu Songling, Liauzhai zhiyi
[Strdnge stories from the studio of Liaol
(1679/1766) (Hong Kong: Shangwu Yinshu
guan Xianggang Fenguan, 1 9HH), 2: H7 (Ren
Xiu), in which the author describes a similar
inner struggle (against the temptation of
playing dice) in the soul of a young man
who is addk,1ed to gambling.
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Thus we read in a story by Ling Menchu
on how the goddess of the sea fell in love
with a merchant: "It is truly strange, and
hard to understand, that even the spirits
bright are endowed with emotions. There is
no way of knowing how it is that they, with
their pure substance, can fall in love with a
common man!" In hke {Xli anjingqi [Slap
ping the table in amazement-second
collection] (1632; reprint ed., Hong Kong:
Youlian, 19H5), 37: 761 .
1 70 Deities are sometimes accused of having
had illicit relations with girls and women, as
in the following story quoted in Eberhard,
Guilt and sin, p. 1 14: "When a woman
sacrificed in a temple, the judge-deity smiled
and visited her at night, expressing a wish
for sexual relations. RefUSing, she rdn away,
finally flew and landed on top of a pag<xla.
When she went down. she came into a
bedroom where she met the judge. Now she
could not refuse him and lived with him.
During the day, he went out and did his job
of meting out punishment to sinners; at
night he retumed with f(xxl for her. In a
conversation with him, she leamed that a
person can improve his fate by reciting the
Guanyin sutra. This she did, with the result
that the judge-deity became unable to have
sexual relations with her. She was mirdcu
lously retumed to her own house and bed.
It was found out that only her soul, not her
lxxly, had had sexual relations with the
deity."

1 7 1 A. C. Graham, Disputers uf the Tau.
Philusuphical argument in anCient China

(La Salle: Open Court, 19H9), p.29

172 Cf. P. Santangelo, r:muziuni e desideri in
Cina. La re.flessiune neucunfuciana dalla
meta del XIV alia meta del XIX seculu
[Emotions and desires in China. Neo
Confucian reflection from the half of the
fourteenth century to the mid-nineteenth
century] mari: Laterza, 1992).
173 Cf. klema, "Orphan of Zhao." p. 17S.
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The relationship of a person to his or her destiny is here suhsumed into
the wider context of retrihution. The reference to the difficulty of making a
choice is, however, explicit. It is appropriate to note that, in the popular
imagination, all heings are responsible for their actions, even if it is recognized
that the behaviour of animals is ruled by the instincts of their nature. Thus a
tiger could not he blamed for killing a human being. The story quoted here
shows at the same time, that everything seems to he predestined hy Heaven.
In the popular mind the gods shared their fate with human beings, and
were responsible for their actions. Being endowed with the same feelings and
the same passions as humans, 1 69 they too could conU11it crimes.l 7O

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we can maintain the definition of a 'society inclined to be based
on shame' for the Ming and Qing periods, provided that we understand this
phrase in its most lichly suggestive sense, namely the internalization of the
moral nom1S conceived of as the rules of behaviour for the members of one's
own social group. In contrast with Western conceptions, the sense of
responsibility was directed more towards others than towards oneself, hoth
in the sense that the self itself was fundamentally understood in tern1S of its
interpersonal relationships, and in the sense that one took into account the
reaction of other people. It is in a perspective such as this that we can find,
as it were on the far side of the different positions that have heen worked out
on this question, a general agreement on underlining the importance of
morality for the individual, and on the acceptance of the concept of moral
responsihility. In Confucius' doctrine, moral duty is presented in a fom1 that
is almost free of problems, and the tragic aspects of choice are not exalted
as they have been in the West, to the degree that we might adopt Graham's
lively metaphor according to which the actor, at the moment of choice, does
not so much resemhle the man with the balance in his hand as the arn1S of
the balance itself l 7 1 This does not mean that the silent drama of 'solitary'
deciSion-making was not present. Differences in the perception of the
manifestation of the moment of decision depended on diverse conceptions
of the world, of human beings, of religion, and, above all, of the soul. Clearly,
the ethical contents were differentiated according to the different social strata
and the various schools of thought. In particular, towards the end of the Ming
dynasty, these ethics often slackened off in practice, a process contributed to
by a diffuse utilitarian and pragmatic attitude. A number of thinkers
recognized this tendency, and sought to adapt theory to practice accord
ingly. I 72
This brief examination of the representation of the conscience and of
moral responsibility leads us to two series of considerations. The first of these
concerns the scale, or scales, of values: faced with two competing and
mutually exclusive obligations, and haVing to choose between two opposed
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values, to which of them should precedence be
given? Some scholars think that the tragic dilenm1a Figure 5
of the choice between two equivalent alternatives
"The heroic daughter-in-law cuts out part of her
did not exist in traditional Chinese morality, be liver to save her mother-in-law. " On a moonlit niRht,
cause there was a specific duty for every situa watched by a benevolent deity from the clouds above, while
tion, 173 or a hierarchy running from a superior duty her mother-in-law sits in hed indoors, propped up on pillows,
the younR woman bows before an alter in the Rarden, and takes
(dayi 7dV to an inferior duty (xiaoyi /J'w, and a knife to her own liver. Livers cut out in this fashion were often
from a general obligation (gongyi 0w to a made into a medicinal soup for sick parents, and death was not
personal obligation (siyi f.M�). 1 74 At all events, infrequent amonR the/ilial donors.
there were extreme cases where mutually incom rNlizi ershi xiao tushuo [Illustrated accounts of
patible duties were in conflict, and in which any the twenty-.!our paragons of female filialityj, compiled hy
WuJiayou (active 1850-1910])
and every choice to be made was morally wrong,
as in the example reported by Elvin of a conflict
between filial duty and the continuation of the line
of descentY'j FurthemlOre, although conflicts be
tween Confucian and Buddhist moralities are in
theory possible, in practice there was a tendencY' to
combine their values, at least in the period under
examination, to make compromises between them,
and to give the upper hand now to one system and
now to the other, in accordance with the prefer
ences of the individual. Some examples are to be
found in the story-literature, but the conflict, rather
than being brought to the forefront, is overcome
thanks to the syncretistic ideology of the 'Three
Doctrines' (sanjiao = ru. The 'books on morality'
themselves combined Confucian duties with Bud
dhist and Daoist prescriptions. This does not mean
that there was not a certain tension, or at least a
latent one, as is shown by the personality of Li Zhi,
who lived out these contradictions in profound
fashion.
The second ret1ection, which derives from the
preceding one, concerns the question of the degree
of responsibility. It is possible to point to the
existence of a classification, or several classifications, of offences by order 174 See, for example, the Romance �( the
Three Kingdoms, HI: 644-5 and H2: 65 1 ,
of gravity, as was also the case for virtues and their merits. (As regards the
where the choice lies hetween keeping an
possible competition of two or more opposing duties, perhaps it is true that
oath and avenging a brother, on the one
there always exists a pre-eminent duty or prinCiple, even when it appears that
hand, and the interest, of the state, on dle
other. Cf. also B. Riftin, Istoricheskajla epupeia
two possible choices present themselves as alternatives in the individual's
�(olklornaya traditsija v Kitae [The historical
mind. Thus they lack the sense of moral 'absurdity' and of the tragic nature
epic and the folklore tl"ddition in China]
of the decision. What is more, in the case of the sage, moral reflection is to
(Moscow, 1 970), pp. I90-3; l'laks, Four mas
all intents and purposes replaced by the natural and spontaneous response
terworks, pp.489-90, record, some of Mao
Zonggang's comments.
that comes forth from his mind. For the ordinary person, on the other hand,
reflection of this sort was of fundamental moment for the decisions to be 175 Cf. Elvin, "Female virtue," p.141-2.
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Figure 6

Two scenes from Mudan ting !The peony pavilion!. In thefirst scene (left), "The Intermpted Dream, " Du Liniang,
the main female character of the drama, sits before a teapot and tea-bowl sleeping . This is a classical
representation of a love-dream: she imagines berself talking to her beloved Liu Mengmei, who holds a spray
qf willow-twigs in his hand. There is a peony tree beside the pavilion on the l€!ft and a willow tree in the background.
In the second scene (right), "In Search of the Dream, " Liniang stands u nder the eaves beside a small plum-tree on
which the first blossoms are beginning to burgeon . Note the description ofspring as a metaphorfor the awakening of
love. (The gable decoration is probably only a fabulous beast conventionally thought to provide protection againstfire.)
( Tang Xianzu, Yumingtang Huanhunji [Nuanhongshi edition, c . 1920J, pp.28, 36)

176 Cf. Cua, UniZY of knowledge and action,

pp . 63-4 .

taken; and from it there proceeded a moral judgement that presupposed an
evaluation of the conditions and the situation, and that was not limited to
being just a deductive operation or an inductive generalization 1 76 The
problematical nature of choice could appear, albeit in a quieter mode than
in Western tragedy, examples being the plight of Cheng Bo in The orphan
ofZhao, and that of Cai Yong in The story of the lute, and others in other
operas. The anthology Shi diantou (The nodding stones) offers some sym-
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bolic examples in which certain moral questions are raised: when filial piety 177 Cf. Sbi diantou [The nodding stonesl
( 1635/40). reprinted in Sbi diantou, xibu
clashes with other duties towards the family, which obligation should
jiabua [Nodding stones, memorahle stories
prevail? Among the duties linked with status, career, and studies, on the one of the Western Lake] (Taihei: Shijie Shuju,
hand, and filial piety on the other, which is the more important? For example,
1979), 3 36-57
is a father who has abandoned his family worthy of being sought out and 1 78 Cf. Patrick Hanan, "The fiction of moral
found again?1 77 Can an action that is as a rule considered as deserving of duty," p.203.
reproof be redeemed or justified by the end in view, or by a virtuous feeling 179 Cf. Nodding stones, 4: 5R---74.
such as filial piety? In the story entitled "The bell in a quiet night, " two types 1 80 Ihid., 3: 36-57.
of filial duty come into conflict: a young man kills his father's concubine in 181 Ihid., H: 1 1 5-34.
order to avoid the suicide of his mother, and in this case the choice of the I H2 See Tien Ju-k'ang, Male anxiety and
lesser evil is approved of. 178 Insofar as it is possible to deduce a general female cbastit)l. A comparative study of
Cbinese etbical values in Ming-ClJ 'ing times
answer, it can be said that filial duty, or a choice given this label, is in reality
(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 19HH). Elvin, "Female
privileged.
virtue," pp. 1 44-H, offers an interesting
account of the casuistry applied to the grave
A person's evil behaviour is also often justified, or at least partially
moral dilemmas that a woman might face
justified, by the evils of society: moral strictness may tum love into an 'illicit'
with respect to betrothal, marriage, widow
passion; 1 79 an excessive burden of taxes and labour-services can provoke the
h(xxl, and her reputation.
break-up of families, 180 and the same can result from the cruelty of corrupt lH3
Cf. Feng Menglong, Common wurds, 35:
and dishonest officials. I H I At all events we may acknowledge a general
534.
recognition of the part played by circumstances and intentions as factors that 184 Mudan ting [The peony pavilion] , seven
teenth century; reprinted in Tang Xianzu ji
could alter or aggravate the moral responsibility of the individual .
[Collected works of Tang Xianzu] (Beijing:
The criticism o f moral rigorism that emerges with a certain frequency in
Zhonghua Shuju, 1%2), 7: IH4 1 ; Cyril Birch,
the literature of the late Ming was without doubt the expression of a reaction
trans., Tang Xianzu, tbe peuny paviliun
against the prevalent Neo-Confucian puritanism. At the same time we need
(mudanting) (Il!rx>mington: Indiana Uni
versity Press, 19HO), pp.24-6.
to note the repeated occurrence of episodes of extreme moralism, on the
border-line between heroism and folly, as in the case of the increase of
suicides among women driven by the detennination to defend their sexual
purity or fulfil their filial duties. I H2
Popular literature provides examples of the attitude then prevailing with
regard to differences in the level of responsibility, and which considered a
variety of circumstances and occasions as facilitating misdemeanours or sins.
There are two topoi relating to illicit liaisons that appear most conU110nly in
stories, namely festivals, especially that held at the New Year, and widow
hood. The first of these typifies a 'relaxation' of the social nonns of everyday
life that can be compared to the carnival in the West, the loosening of the
barriers that bar conU11Unications between the inner quarters of the house
and the outside world. The second expresses a constant condition of
instability or weakness. Another important element is the changing of the
seasons, and in particular the coming of the spring:
Spring flowers and the autumn moon conduce to love and venery l H3

Nor can we forget the influence of literary text'> and illustrations, both for
the meaning with which they are laden, and as means of seduction. Du
Liniang, the leading character in "The peony pavilion," is awakened to love
by reading the first poem in the Book ofSongs, seeing its amorous message
coming through the mystification of puritanical interpretations of her tutor, I H4
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185 See, for example, the first picture in G.

while Yingying in The Western Pavilion is seduced by the poems of the
student Zhang. We can also find temptations and weakness of will in the
presence of sensory stimuli described in literature, as for example in the
contemplating of scenes of love-making, even between animals, 185 or the
smelling of a body, 186 or even the feeling of solitude and the passing of time.
Many of these 'falls' or 'breaches', for which the Chinese tem1 ispozhan �tE
('rent', 'inconsistency'), are made to depend on the influence of situations
and extemal conditions, and this puts before us the moral question of the
links between predisposition, personal responsibility, and causality, as well
as in more general tem1s, the 'histOriographical' problem that chance is made

Bertuccioli, ed., Mandarini e cortigiane
[Mandarins and courtesans] (Rome: Editori
Riuniti, 1 9&5), which shows a young girl
aroused by a desire for love at the sight of
a pair of birds.

1H6 Cf. R. K. McMahon, "Eroticism in late
Ming, early Qing finion. The beautiolls
realm and the sexual banlefieid," TUling
Pau 62, 1-3 ( 1 976): 250.

Figure 7

The so-called .four seeds ' or 'origins '
[Ci( virtue}, siduan 1l9�, first
elaborated by Mencius (Mencius, 2A :
6); in the chapter on "Gaozi " (6A : 6)
Mencius deals with the same
sentiments and virtues, but does not
mention the 'urigins '), were taken up
by Neo-Confucians. Zhu Xi modified
the relationship hetween virtues and
seeds. Whilefor Mencius the seeds
had to he developed into thefuur
virtues, Zhu Xi abolished any
temporal sequence between the two
terms and reversed their logical
order. (C;( Zhuxi Ylilei, 5. 86-98,
59· 1380-9, 1 19· 2872-80, 54·
1277-300, esp. 128�97). They are
constituted by the feelings of
'compassion ', wbich corresponds to
tbe vi1tue Ci( hu.maneness, (i( 'shame ',
wbich corresponds to the virtlle o(
justice, Ci( 'modeszy ', wbicb
corresponds to the virtue Ci( propriety,
and of 'conscience', wbicb
corresponds to tbat Ci( wisdom . They
are emblematic Ci( the double nature
(i(the mind and the emotions: tbey
are tbe developments of tbe respective
virtues, when emotional reactions Ci(
the mind occur in a correct and
moderate way, and, at tbe same
time, belong to the category of
emotions. (C;{ P. Santangelo,
Emozioni), p 52)
.
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to play in tales. The presence of a conscious predisposition towards
wrongdoing, a willing submission to it, and a tendency to yield in the face
of lustful impulses, was commonly recognized, even if rarely mentioned. 1 H7
More explicit are the descriptions of the inunoral intentions of a third palty
who plans to use snares to encompass the downfall of a victim, employing
methods that have much in common with those of traditional theories of
strategy. 1 8K Nor are examples of temptation lacking in highbrow literature.
An illustrative example is the eighteenth-century novel Yesou puyen
lef�lIi§ (A rustic's idle talk) which is a non-stop testing of the hero, Wen
Suchen, compared to which the temptations of Saint Antony are but child's
play. Among the many attacks made on his sexual continence (not his purity)
we may note here the practical joke arranged by some of his friends. After
making him drunk, they put a young girl on his bed. At first Wen pours forth
his feelings in intimate fashion, urged on by the girl herself, but then he
regains control of himself and resists any desire to go further. Another test
is that of the orgy in which he finds himself taking part: he is tempted by
young girls who arouse him with a series of exhibitions, and the most sensual
of them finally tries to seduce him. This time, too, the hero resists. 189
How much of the merit or demerit, though, should be ascribed to the
personality? According to Xun Yue iii 1it (AD 148-209), the internal nature
cannot be evaluated; only completed actions and their effects can be
examined from the ethical point of view. In other words, we are only in a
position to pass judgement once the internal emotions react to external
stimuli. This leads us to the set of problems relative to the evaluation of the
emotions, and in particular to the Neo-Confucian of the two states, one
before and one after their appearance C weifa *� 'not yet issued', and ytfa
G � 'having been issued'). Although this conception mainly concerned the
debate on human nature, it also touched upon the question of moral
responsibility, which it solved in a fashion that was inclined to be mechanical.
What is more, as has been pointed out on several occasions above, the
orientation of Chinese morality had the effect that the social import of the
consequences of a given way of behaving could automatically engender a
responsibility therefrom for the individual himself or herself, independently
of intentions and circumstances. On the other hand, irrespective of this social
component and these 'objective' aspects, it has been shown here how, from
ancient times on, the process of internalizing moral norn1S grew deeper, and
how the sense of guilt was not unknown to either the intellectuals or the
conunon people. What was called 'shame', even though it was basically
perceived in teons of its encounter with a social context, gave rise to a variety
of f01111S of repentance. Although we cannot find a detailed casuistry for the
factors that made guilt and responsibility heavier or lighter, with the
exception of the manuals of criminal law, the 'books of morality' enable us
to understand how intentions and circumstances were considered: they not
only increased or decreased the merit or demerit of a particular action, but
could even change the very nature of the morality of that act il<;elf. If we strip

187 See for instance, chap.24 of jinpingmei

(1617; reprint eo., Taibei: XiaoYlIan, 1990).

Cf. also David Rolston, ed., Hull' to read the

Chinese nOlRl(Princeton: Princeton Univer
sity Press, 1990), pp.92, 207, 304.

1 HH See " Prefect KlIang solves a case of
infanticide," in Feng Menglong, Common
words, 35: 534-5.
189 McMahon, Causalit), and containment,

pp.39-44.
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190 Cf. Chanzhen yishi [Lost tales of medita

away the subjective attachments of modem times from the concept of
responsibility, there is no doubt that it was recognized by traditional Chinese
morality, both in the sense of carrying the burden of the consequences of
one's own actions, and as a necessary corollary of liberty and of human will.
One also meets with a certain degree of mechanism and detern1inism in
many writings which emphasize the role of destiny and of causality in the
forn1 of the combinations of positive and negative energy. Examples of this
may also be found in many popular tales, in which the influence of earlier
incarnations makes itself felt as a conditioning factor. It is necessary,
however, to regard every action as being influenced by internal and external
factors, and detennined by competing causes. Even though predestination
was assigned a most important role in human life, religious thinkers and
literary writers alike believed in the fundamental liberty and responsibility
of human beings. Along his or her path through life, the individual often
meets with a parting of the ways that is detern1ined by the interaction of
primary and secondary causes, as well as by outside circumstances and
internal inclinations. He or she thus finds himself or herself in the position
to make a decision, and in the very act of making this decision, changes these
circumstances and thereby influences his or her own destiny. What is felt as
an existential anguish by the Western intellectual, whether understood as 'the
giddiness of liberty' or the frustrating experience of the inadequacy of the
response of the world to the demand,; he makes of it, from St Augustine to
Sartre, becomes in China participation in the process of universal creation
through the 'spontaneity' and liberty of the sage. No human being can wholly
ignore the past and its influences, but he or she can function in the present
and, by so doing, modify the future. Except in a few extreme cases, therefore,
willpower and personal detern1ination are thought to be able to overcome
all predetern1ined conditions. From another point of view, as the old adage
quoted by Fang Ruhao 7J&� (seventeenth century) at the end of the Ming
would have it,

tion tmth] (late Ming; reprint ed., Hangzhou:
Zhejiang Guji, 1987), 6: 79; S/appinR the

tah/e, 34: 596.

Wine maketh not the man be drunk,
But drunk the man doth make himself,

Nor beauty cozeneth the man,
But man he cozeneth himself l90

When we take all these cases into consideration, responsibility takes on
the appearance in Chinese thought of an exceedingly wide-ranging concept.
In no case is the moral responsibility for an offence placed in doubt, insofar
as there exists a presumption of the existence of a will. In certain cases,
furthern10re, the consequences of an act are imputable to the actor even if
this latter has not intended to cause them, or if, when the offence has been
committed by others, it has especially serious effects on the fabric of society.
In general, last of all, the conscience is considered to be a function of the
mind, whose reactions enable it to distinguish between good and evil, and
a clear distinction in this regard implies a clear choice.
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The common element that comes out of all the different positions is the
lack of any interest in the problem of the ultimate power or liberty of a human
being to make moral choices, but at the same time the sources take for
granted the capacity of a person to be an actor in his or her choices and
decisions. A person's sense of shame or guilt, however understood, at all
events is codependent with the principle of responsibility that derives from
the presence in him or her of a mind and of a will.
In contrast to the frequency of the distinctions made in practice between
good and bad actions, therefore, and their abundance of details concerning
particularities, descriptions of internal conflicts seem to have been neglected.
Dilenm1as of this sort did, however, exist, as may be verified through the
examples presented by Eberhard. 1 9 1 Finally, we must take into consideration
the fact that good and evil, who have pitched their opposing camps in every
one of the religious and political systems of metaphysics that have followed
one another throughout the course of Western history, are concepts
configured very ditlerently in China.
In Chinese thought, moral evil is in general conceived of as incorrect
conduct, or as a transgression. Above all else, it is the violation of an
ordinance or of a status, the failure to fulfil a duty orthe absence of an attitude
of mind held to be natural or correct. Sometimes it can be understood as
something repugnant, with a marked negative aesthetic character, or as
something noxious, in which latter case it would correspond to what we
define as a 'natural evil'. It is never, however, represented as a cosmic force,
as an 'absolute' entity in its own right, in opposition to good, nor as one of
two opposed and mutually incompatible divinities. In effect, the handful of
tern1S that have acquired a metaphysical value in China, such as the
'principles of Heaven', 'great unity', and so on, always pertain to the humain
domain, SOCiety, nature, and the cosmos.
Good itself does not have a divine origin, but is closely linked with
humanity (some nom1S being traced back to the sage-kings of antiquity),
even if values and virtues are made to derive from Heaven. 'Heaven',
moreover, is nothing other than the reification of the unique natural, moral,
and cosmic order that does not transcend the world but, percontra, manifest')
itself in nature and in humankind. This is above all tme for Confucianism.
Daoism and Buddhism have an ontological vision, but not an absolute one.
In a vision such as theirs good and evil are understood as two complementary
opposites. For Daoism, any distinction that is drawn is in itse!fan abstraction
that distances us from the holistic understanding of reality.
Neither good nor evil exist for Buddhism insofar as everything is illusory
appearance, beginning with suffering itself, which can be eliminated
precisely by the elimination of karma, and thus of all attachments, averSions,
and attractions. While mahayana Buddhism has tem1S analogous to 'sin'
(Latin peccatum, etc.), its conception of guilt is different from that of the
Mediterranean religions. It has in mind the idea of the unity of the absolute
and the relative, and as much may be said of the 'n0011S of purity' (qinggui
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For an examination of subject'i concern
ing the concept'i of evil, guilt, and tf'Jns
gression in China, see Santangelo, ''Sin '' in
China, pp.22-241.
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Figure 8

"The cunsequences uf avarice, "frum
the late sixteenth-century novel
Jinpingmei . A picturial representation,
with the marginal captiun 'Muther
Wang, greedyfor wealth, uverlooks
inevitable disaster, " of the main
judgement concerning chapter 87 of
the novel: avan'ce drives old woman
Wang tu her min. The uld woman 
whu is in effect auctiuning the
widuwed Gulden Lutus who has If!ft
Ximen 's huuse and is ludging with
her- is engaged in making
financial calculatiuns in front of a
stee�yard balance, while the two
servants uf a disappuinted prospective
purchaser depa11 with their boxfilled
with ninefcy uunces ufsilver, In the
end uld woman Wang ignures her
agreement with Chenjingji and
accepts the/jve taels that Wu Sung,
the hrother <if Gulden Lutus ' late
husband Wu Da, draws uut of his
leather satchel and uf
fers her in order
tu secure his marriage to his sister-in
law and, thereby, the opportunity to
avenge the death and humiliation of
his bruther, in which mother Wang
had played a part. (He later succeeds
in beheading her.) As may be seen
from the placard as well as the ux
turning the grindstune and the basket
containing/luur, uld wuman Wang
lives in a mill, a pr<ifitable/luur mill
owned by her son, which was wurked
by donkeys in the nuvel, but is here
shown wurked by an ux.
(Jinpingmei xinke xiuxiang piping
(New critical and illustrated edition
<ifJinpingmei] fTaibei: Xiaoyuan
Chubanshe, 1990J, p.1238)

iriW of Daoism, Not only is there no contrast, in the Chinese mind, between
sins conu11itted against divine beings and these conU11itted against human
beings, but the automatic nature of retribution renders divine intervention
of secondary importance, Lastly, the doctrine of the Tiantai sect of the 'mutual
interpenetration of the Ten Worlds', and the Chan school's conception ofthe
interrelationship between the nature of the Buddha and that of demons, are
further elements that have contributed to a relativistic vision of the problem
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of evil. Nor does Chinese Buddhism, therefore, know the idea of absolute
and radical evil. At the metaphysical level, it denies the existence of evil as
a real force, and 'sin' is not an objective entity, but only a state of mind. Like
suffering and like death, sin is caused by ignorance, and ignorance and
enlightenment only impact upon the individual's perception.
So we can assert that in general what is at issue here is a transgression
that provokes negative effects on the agent, or on his or her social
environment, insofar as it sets in motion an automatic negative process,
whether this is kanna, the action of the 'three wom1S' (sanchong = AJ, or
the consequences of the principle of retribution, or, again, ham1 to his or her
own social group.
This many-faceted attitude can be traced back to a few ideological
presuppositions and historical preconditions that we may synthesize as
follows:
A. There is no monotheism in the domain of religion, nor the idea of a
personal god in a direct relationship with the individual who would
otherwise find himself or herself in total isolation. This means the absence
of the exclusiveness of a 'jealous God', and of any absolute opposition
between a divinity identified with Good, and a devil identified with Evil. It
also means the absence of a personal relationshipbetween the individual and
God.
B. In the domain of ethics this means a many-faceted concept of responsi
bility, which cannot be linked with the severity or the pity of a transcendent
entity, but has to make a reckoning with the bonds between the subject and
his or her social group. Even the idea of retribution is influenced by this,
because it is often understood as an automatic consequence of certain kinds
of human behaviour; and the role of the spirits and the gods of the conU110n
people is reduced to responding in contractual fashion to propitiation. Bonds
such as these increase the effectiveness of social and moral nom1S rather than
weakening them. In Furthem10re, even if the Chinese are free of monothe
istic intolerance in the religiOUS domain, their feeling of moral indignation is
often expressed with fury, 'destroying' individuals. 1 93
C. There is no clear separation of spirit and matter, or of soul and body, two
dualisms that contributed to dramatizing the Western ethical vision, even
before the advent of Christianity, as may be seen in the contrast between
freedom and necessity. The concept of 'heart-mind' (xin ,c.-j is different from
the idea of an exclusively human soul, endowed with reason and able to
make free decisions. The heart-mind includes both feelings and thoughts,
both will-power and judgements. So, too, there is no place for the idea of
the individual developed in Europe from the concept of the immortality of
the soul, and further amplified by the romantic movement.
D. No matter whether we consider Mencius's idea of the goodness of human
nature or Xunzi's idea of its badness, China does not have the notion of
original sin, with the consequent contemptus mundithat this entails, and the
metaphysical corruption of the massa damnata.

192 As Smith observes in sharp-eyed

testimony in Chinese characteristics, pp.2378, "in China every man, woman, and child is
directly responsible to someone else, and of
this important fact no one for a moment
loses sight. Though one should 'go far and
fly high' he cannot escape, and this he well
knows. Even if he should himself escape, his
family cannot escape."
193 Pye, Chinese politiCS, pp.230-3, writes:

"The basis of the destructive powers of
vilification seems clearly associated with the
cardinal importance of the use of shaming in
the Chinese socialization process. TrJdition
ally, parents freely prJctised both teasing
and shaming in disciplining children, and it
seems that with Communism there is even
more use of 'shaming' in sclHx)ls and in
criticism sessions, Cultures which place great
importance on shaming as pall of their
socialization process also tend in their leg
ends to exploit the fantasy potentials of
people becoming invisible or of changing
their guises. The trJdition of Chinese leg
ends from Mo nk£'y to The woman warrior is
filled with stories of ghosts who assume
different guises and it is the task of heroes to
unmask them and hence destroy their po
teney. To be unmasked Ls to be stripped of
the protective shield that comes from con
forming to one's expected rules. That is to
say, when one has experienced the humili
ation of shame, one has also learned the
destructive 'consequences of being un
masked'."
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194 Pasquale D'Elia, Ponti ricciane: storia

E. The lack of an absolute and exclusive conception of opposites, which
were rather understood in temlS of a complementary bipolarity, or an
interaction and altemation, relativized the metaphysical conception of good
and evil. Thus if virtue itself went too far for hamlOny �nd balance, it lost its
positive character, and the excess transfomled good into evil. This was
symbolized by the two elements of the yin and yang What is more, the
superposition, coexistence, and combination of the three different ideologi
cal systems of Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism, each with its own
order of values, developed a syncretism that was not accessible to the
Mediterra-nean mind. This is shown by the scandalized comments of the
Jesuit Matteo Ricci:

dell'introduzione del cristianesimo in Cina
[Ricciian sources: the history of the
introduction of Christianity into China], 3
vols (Rome: La Libreria dello Stato, 194249), 1 : 132.

Nowadays the most common opinion of those whom they believe to be wisest
among them, is that these three sects all amount to the same thing, and that all
of them may be retained together. They thereby deceive themselves, and others,
in the greatest disorder, judging that in this matter of religion the more modes
of expression there are, the more useful this will be for the kingdom. In the end
all this leads to the opposite of what they claim, since, wishing to follow all the
laws, they come to remain without any, as they obey none of them with their
hearts. And so it comes about that with some of them openly avowing their
credulity, and others deceived into false persuasions of belief, the grater part of
this people have come to be sunk in the depths of atheism 194
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F. Last of all, Chinese history did not experience the opposition between a
political order and a supematural order that transcended it and surpassed it,
as did the church. The relationship between the imperial authority and the
Buddhist 'church' was not comparable to that between the Christian
churches and the European states.
Neo-Confucianism, while the inheritor of certain Daoist and Buddhist sets
of problems, developed its own metaphysics of good and evil, which
nonetheless did not effect a conceptual separation from relativism and the
complementarity of opposites. This does not mean that detailed precepts and
commandments were not fom1lllated. On the contrary, from the beginning
of the second millennium, and especially during the sixteenth century,
manuals of meditation and texts teaching self-awareness proliferated,
reflecting these syncretistic trends and combining the instructions of the three
principal doctrines. Thus we find side by side with prescriptions supporting
the familial and social order (and clearly of Confucian provenance) others
defending living beings (and of Buddhist inspiration). Thus Neo-Confucian
ism developed a deep sense of 'shame and moral worth' in order to bring
about ham10ny and social cohesion. In spite of the interpersonal orientation
of this sentiment, it does not lack an intemal dimension, nor is it any less
profound than that which we customarily define as a 'sense of guilt'.

(Translated by Mark Elvin)
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